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Take a nostalgic glance at the pop culture
that defined Generation X — the children
of the '80s.
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Men SNA plans i
Dukes finish second overall to Penn State
University in JMU Invitational. Junior
Jay Woodson takes second in the individual competition.

A week of diversity brings culture and customs to campus.

James Madison University
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THE
Experts weigh
facts about
freshman 15

senior writer
The average college freshman can expect to gain a good
education, new friends and
about 15 pounds. This unfortunate weight gain commonly is
referred to as the "Freshman 15."
"Stress from a new environment and new higher academic
expectations sometimes triggers
increased eating among freshmen," said Dana Ensley, coordinator of fitness and nutrition
programs at UREC.
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There is no one to slop
a student from eating
cheeseburgers, fries
and soda every day.
— Midiilf Cavoto
dietitian, University Health f enier

9?
According
to
Michele
Cavoto, a registered dietitian at
the University Health Center,
freshmen often experience a
new freedom away from home
"that can result in unhealthy
habits such as late-night pizza
and beer parties."
Another factor leading to
weight gain is the variety and
constant availability of foods,
Cavoto said. "There is no one to
stop a student from eating
cheeseburgers, fnes and soda
every day."
Ensley and Cavoto both said
the best way to avoid putting on
the extra pounds is through
good sense and self-discipline.
"My best advice (is| variety
and moderation in |a| diet,"
Cavoto said. "It is excesses that
will lead to weight gain."
Cavoto said she feels that all
students can eat a healthy diet if
they choose to. "Every dining
operation offers fruits, vegetables, low fat dairy products and
lean meats."
According to Ensley, students should take their time
when eating. "Sometimes meals
are eaten so quickly, one doesn't
realize they were full long
before they finished what was
on their plate," she said.
An e-mail press release from
see EXERCISE, page 5

assistant news editor
JMU is the top-rated public
master's-level university in
the South for the ninth consecutive year, according to the
annual U.S. News b World
Report rankings of "America's
Best Colleges."
Also listed in the top 25 colleges for service learning, JMU
was ranked third among all
Southern master's colleges and
universities behind two private
schools, the University of
Richmond and Florida's Rollins
College. In last year's rankings,
JMU tied with Rollins for second place; this year, 1 percentage point separates the two.
Tuition and fees at both private
schools are much higher and
their student enrollments are
significantly lower than JMU's,
according to a Sept. 12 university press release.
"Too much can be read into
college rankings, but it is still
gratifying to again see JMU
ranked as the best master's-level
public university in the South."
JMU President Linwood Rose
said. "The recognition is a trib-
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Two women discuss democracy, human rights

BRIAN rnKER/rrarriMiigfriMographT
Mm Raza Unn (left) and Zlpporah Sain discuss human rights
and woman's Isauas with a (tobal geography class Thursday.

contributing writer
Discussing the fight for
human rights, democracy and
government oppression, two
Burmese refugees spoke to a
global geography
class
Thursday evening.
Mra Raza Linn, current
chairperson of the Rakhaing
Women's Union, and Zipporah
Sein, secretary of the Karen's
Women's Organization, spoke

to I'mfessor M.irv B Kimsey's
GGEOC class. Linn and Sein
were
accompanied
by
Catherine Rogers, an alumna
and former professor at JMU,
who was escorting the two
around campus.
Also known as Myanmar,
Burma is a country in southeast
Asia which has been under military rule since 1962.
Both Linn and Sein presented the class of about 190 stu-

Graduation deadline
sneaks up on seniors
BY JEANINE GAJEWSKI

I had no idea that you
had to apply by a
certain date and that it
was so soon.
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According to Michelle White,
associate registrar, the application deadline was pushed back
last year from mid-February to
mid-October to allow seniors
more time to finish unmet
requirements. Before the change.
White said some seniors who
inadvertently had not signed up
for the required courses were
forced to stay another semester
to finish up.
"The earlier they are in, the
earlier first written confirmation can get out," White said.
"The students, I think, feel
more comfortable. It has
worked really well."
White said the application is
necessary to alert the registrar's
office that a student is ready to
graduate. "We don't know who

seeJMU.pagei

2003U.S. News

College Rankings
Top Southern
maiter't universities
1, Univ.of Richmond
2. Rollins College
J. James MorJson Unrveatv
4. Stetson University

5. Somto'd
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University
submits
cuts to
governor
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graduation checklist

/ highly doubt that any
school would raise
tuition in the middle of
the year.
—Andrew Dudik
student representative.
Board of Visitors

g Pick up application from registrar's office

95

I Fill out application
I Attach transcript
I Obtain signatures from major/minor advisors and
department heads
I Turn in application by Oct.15 to registrar's office
I Check Senior Evaluation and resolve questions or issues

■I

fme for May 2003 graduation
October 15

■■

s« GRADUATION, page 5

ute to the scholarly achievements of our faculty and the
quality of our student body."
Some students said they
were unaware that this is the
ninth straight year the universi-

see BURMESE, page 5

contributing writer
With the Commonwealth of
Virginia reporting a budget
deficit of $1.5 billion, all state
agencies, including colleges
and universities, were ordered
to provide Virginia Gov. Mark
R. Warner options for him to
cut their spending by 7,11 and
15 percent. While JMU submitted these proposals to the governor 's office to meet the deadlinc, the JMU budget office
said no layoffs or tuition hikes
are expected, at least before
next semester.

-66

— Kate Sampson
senior

dents with a presentation outlining the political and ethnic
conflicts between the eight
Burmese ethnic groups and the
military regime which is running the current government.
They said there's a harsh and
sometimes brutal environment
within the numerous refugee
camps, which contain as many
as 150,000 refugees in Burma.

BY MATT LIBERATI

senior writer
Although May graduation
ceremonies might seem distant,
the Oct. 15 deadline to turn in
graduation applications to the
Office of the Registrar is sneaking up on seniors.
"Did I miss it?" senior Kate
Sampson said. "I had no idea that
you had to apply by a certain
date and that it was so soon."

SARAH STANnZftrapMri «*w

U.S. News ranks JMU \ Dukes upset No. 12
Service program one of nation's best
Hofstra in double OT
BY KHALIL GARRIOTT

Partly cloudy

Burmese refugees speak
BY AMIR POONSAKVARASAN

BY JANE MCHUGH

Man

BY DAN BOWMAN

assistant sports editor
Coach Mickey Matthews
couldn't have scripted a better
finish for his team against Mo.
12 Hofstra University. A 50yard field goal by red-shirt
sophomore
kicker
Burke
George, followed by a goal line
interception by sophomore
linebacker Mike Wilkerson propelled the
Saturday visiting
Dukes to a
JMU
stunning 2424 21 doubleHofstra 2 OT overtime
victory over
21 the
Pride
Saturday.
"We just outlasted them at
the end there," Matthews said.
"This bunch of kids refuses to
lose now. You can say what you
say, the other team gets to
inside our 10-yard line, we
don't think they're going to
score. Thaf s been three straight
weeks now."
For Matthews and the
Dukes, the win ends an 11-

game losing streak to Atlantic10 opponents on the road. The
last time JMU defeated a conference opponent on the road
was October 21, 1999 in
Williamsburg against the
College of William 4 Mary.
More importantly, the
win improves JMU to 3-1
overall, 2-0 in the A-10, and
gives the Dukes confidence
they did not have last season
when they lost six games by
seven points or less.
"Well, I've been confident
all along and I think the fans
that have been going to the
games know that we have a
good football team," Matthews
said. "What we didn't do
tonight, we just didn't make a
big error. We made a bunch of
errors, which they always do
because they're kids, but we
did not make the big error,
which we've been doing.
"We avoided that, and we
made the other team beat us,
and they couldn't do it. And
see DUKES, page 25

According to David Eton,
assistant vice president of university budget management,
plans for possible tuition
increases to offset the additional
budget cuts are not being discussed at this timePossible tuition increases
would have to be approved at a
Board of Visitors meeting Jan. 10
at the earliest according to senior Andrew Dudik, student representative to the Board of
Visitors. "I highly doubt that any
school would raise tuition in the
middle of the year," he said.
see JMU, page 5

Kicking off International Week
Sophomore
Aaron
Jackson par
tlclpats* In
tha JMU
World Cup
Tournament
at UREC
hold
Saturday.
Tho tournament was
tho klckoff
avant for
International
Week. See
pace 17 lot
a complete
list ot
eventa.
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

NEWS

• EQUAL. JMU's women's rights organization, meets
at 6 p.m. in Taylor 303. For more information, e-mail Blu
at jmuequalQvahooxom.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
• The first meeting of the JMU chapter of the Society for
Technical Communication will be held in Keczell 414. Stop by
between 12:30 and 2:30 p.m. for more information, to pick up an
application find talk to current members. All majors are welcome. Call x8-40M for more information.

First SGA meeting
Freshman leadership institute

• Tennis skills clinic for GHTH 100 personal wellness class,
taught by Khalil Garriott and Bob Golson. This is a physical
passport stamp, and takes place from 6 to 8 p.m. in UREC
room 128.

• Career Fair, 1 to 5 p.m. in the Convocation Center. Over 100
employers will be in attendance, representing a wide range of
Hodl nd industries Employers will be hiring for internship
and full-time positions. Dress professionally and bring copies
of your resume. Some employers will be conducting interviews on Wednesday. Interview sign ups will take place during the fair. Check wiav.imu.edu/career or ca\i x8-6555 for more
information.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

OPINION
Bandwidth usage requires restraint

9

Student explains alternatives to war 9

• JMU College Democrats meeting, 7 pan. in Taylor
311. For more information, e-mail Lynette at diazlm.
TO SUBMIT A DUKE DAY EVENT:
E-mail Khalil of The Breeze at gamokp with the information
(event, date, location, contact info, etc.)

• MiRr.int Ministry nuvts .it the Haptist Student Union
House at 6 p.m.

Phil Vassar concert

Please submit by Friday for a Monday issue and Tuesday for a
Thursday issue.

"Easy life" exists tor no generation
of students

10

Multiple moves make their mark

10

Campus spotlight: What was the
best excuse you've given your
parents to gel money?

11

Letter to the editor Local swimming
hole in need of cleaning
12

FOCUS
POLICE LOG
Bv SHARON BLLAKNEY
police log reporter
An unknown subject entered a JMU
student's vehicle in R1 -lot between
Sept 16 at 9 p.m and Sept. 17 at
3:30 p.m and allegedly removed a
CD player, a radar detector and the
lace plate for the CD player from the
glove compartment.
In other matters, campus police
report the following
Possession of Marijuana
Alexander I. Kurland. 18. of Virginia
Beach, was arrested and charged
with possession of marijuana Sept.
18 at 12:10 a.m. in the Village area.
Two JMU students were |udioally refered for possession of marijuana Sept.
18 at 12:10 am in the Village area.

Children ol the'80s

WEATHER

Brian W. Harris and Thomas E.
Beppler. both 18. of Chesapeake, were
arrested and charged with possession
of mari|uana and drug violation at
Cedar House Sept. 19 at 11.59 p.m

yrV* Today
High

Sex in the Suburbs

17

Folk Dance Evening

17

"This is your Youth"
Theatre II Preview

18

Campus dining proves stomach
quick way to student hearts

20
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Partly Cloudy

75

53

Wednesday

Partly Cloudy

77

57

Thursday

Partly Cloudy

80

60

Friday

Partly Cloudy

76

63

Property Damage
Damage was reported to the window of
a staff office in Sooner Hall Sept 18
between 2:30 and 6:20 p.m. The frame
to the window was pulled up, and the
incident is currently under investigation.
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CLASSIFIEDS
How to place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between B a.m. and 5 p.m.
Cost: $3.00 for the first 10 words, $2 for each
ackttional 10 words; boxed classified. $10
per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be pad in advance in The
Breeze office

Katherine A. Martin, D.O.
Family Practice Physician
Same day appointments available

your fellow JMU students skydiving at SKYDIVE ORANGE

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS

Freefall almost a minute
from 2 1/2 miles high
from our 22 Jumper
aircraft on your first skydtve!

JMU Student Discounts

1 (877) 3483759
((877) DIVE-SKY)

(540) 943-6587

complete information is on www.skydiveorange.com

CUSTOM PRINTED T-SHIRTS <M QQ

I

t

S«P 500

One day first jumps, and a staff dedicated to keeping you and

I

21

SPORTS

SKYDIVE!
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Movie review: "The Banger Sisters" 21
Magazine review: Cosmopolitan

Number of drunk in public charges
since Aug. 26: 17
Number of parking tickets issued
between Sept. 9 and Sept. 15 826

The Breeze
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Alcohol
Karen F Jenkins. 19. of Luray. was
arrested and charged with underage
possession of alcohol in White Hall
Sept 19 at 3:50 a.m.

The Breeze »s published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local HamSonburg community.
Comments and complaints should be addressed to Jeanine Gajewski. editor.

International week
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Underage Possession of
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200

$3.99 ea.

$2.99 ea.

$1.99 ea.

Price for white t-shirte, S.5 oz, 100% cotton,
adult sizes S-XL, one color print on one side
SALE ENDS OCT. 18, 2002 at 5:00pm

442-9226
110 West Grace St.
Next to the new JMU Art Center ,

l~()S S. High SIRCI iNcxi to Food I lonon Southaq 42)

Come Down For $Q

ea.
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Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
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Huge Sandwich Menu

Tues, September 24th
Jimmy 'O'

Sf BEST GRAPHIC DESIGNERS

Thurs, September 26th
Jon Fritz

L?I OPEN NIGHTS & WEEKENDS

Friday, September 27th
Muelle
V

Si BEST PRICES!!!
Si APPROVED JMU VENDOR

For prices on additional colors, color t-shirts, multiple
imprint locations, and other specifications, look on:

ML©®feOn.com

BBQ Chicken Sandwich $5.25
Smokehouse Burger $5.50
Crabcake Sandwich $6.25
Salads
All you can eat
Salad/Pasta Bar $4.99

la
'$

Grilled Hot Dog & Fries
Combo $2.25
Vegetarian Dishes Available
Mon»Th«*»
V*lb»4>ior 117 dot (•*•">*)
EmyTura*SunCil>l«g!jl099
f\
Sundqi Bruidi I lam-Jpn
Uj CattrtigAvaait*
» DHfc»ryThranh Dimn-TcvGo

<y

CJM»999J

JOVY W*» Si «i«Mu|
7D*iiWWi.lluti -2un
433-987*

MONDAY, SEPT.

■ Freshman Leadership Institute
A workshop is being
offered to develop leadership skills at JMU and in
the community.

NEWS
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"This is not a job; it is a
calling."
LEVAR STONEY

SGA president

M« below
M«

story btlow

ensues
SGA holds first formal meeting of year Debate
over Clemson

Senate induction, Pro Tempore election among items on agenda
BY JENNIFER O'BRIEN

SGA reporter
The Student Government
Association had its first formal
meeting of the year Tuesday
night. On the agenda were the
senator inductions by advisor
Rick Larson, the election of the
Pro Tempore of Student Senate,
a speech by SGA President
Levar Stoney and a series of
training sessions designed to
get members acquainted with
their new roles.
"This is not a job. it is a
calling," Stoney said in his
opening address to the organization. "You have to serve
the people I hope we all find
the passion this vear to serve
the student body."
Stoney laid out his yearly
goals for the organization by
reminding the association
that, "Not so bad is not good
enough." He explained that
the reputation, "SGA is not M»
bad," has given the studenls
the impression that the group
does not work hard for them
or accomplish change that
directly affects their lives.
Stoney laid out four categories of expectations for this
year's SGA that he said will
improve its reputation. These
categories are striving with
passion for SGA's mission,
service to the student body,
unity as an organization and
balance within the lives of
each
individual
student
member. Stoney said the
organization will ensure a

successful year for themselves as well as for the JMU
community if these expectations are met.
Stoney announced that
sophomore Matt Gray was
elected as Senate Pro Tempore.
Running against senior Jamie
Specht and junior Bellamy
Brown. Gray promised in his
campaign speech to create a
more welcoming environment
in the senate. "SGA has a reputation of being very cliquish and
not being very welcoming ot
outsiders," he said.
Gray also promised to create
more awareness across campus
of what SGA docs for students.
"A lot of students are wondering, 'What has SGA done for
me?'" he said.
Gray's responsibilites as
president of the student senate include leading all SGA
senate meetings, casting the
tie-breaking vote in the case of
deadlock and appointing
committee members and committee chairs. Gray said he
will fulfill his new role with
non-partisan leadership.
"We're going to hit the
ground running," Gray said of
the SGA's agenda for its next
meeting tomorrow. In addition
to clubs coming to ask for contingency funds, Gray said the
senate will most likely debate
a resolution in support of the
Nov. 5 bond referendum. "The
senate is going to be working
like crazy to register students
to vote," he said.

ASHLEY McCLELLANDA tmlribmmx ;**>trui*"
Sophomore Matt Gray, middle, the new Pro Tempore ot student senate, speak* at Tuesday'*
SOA meeting. Qray was one of three candidates for the position, along with junior Bellamy
Brown and senior iamle Specht, In the background. "We're going to hit the ground running,"
Gray said of tomorrow's meeting. SGA president Levar Stoney. right, looks on.

Country star to perform Homecoming weekend
JMU alumnus to accept alumni achievement award

Bv

DANIEL LOWREY

The Tiger
In light of the recent buzz
over party school rankings and
the corresponding nationwide
rash of alcohol-related student
deaths, questions have been
raised by members of the
Clemson University community
regarding the appmpriateness
of maintaining an on-campus
bar in the form of Edgar's.
"We've done some surveys
and we've found that very few
campuses have bars," said
George Clay, a member of the
university's alcohol task force.
They were fairly common
about 10 years ago, but now
they've pretty much died out."
Edgar's is the only on-campus
bar in South Carolina, according
to members of the university
task force.
"The whole issue has taken
on increased urgency because of
the Princeton Review's publication," Clay said. "The vice president of student affairs has
instructed us that the problems
with alcohol and partying have
the highest priority- this year."
Clay does not, however,
believe that having an on-campus bar promotes illegal alcohol consumption.
"Obviously, serving alcohol
does encourage people to consume it. However, the principal
stated in the university's alcohol
policy is one of personal responsibility and compliance with the
law I think Edgar's is consistent
with those laws and they are
careful about checking IDs.
They certainly don't foster
see CLEMSON. page 7

FLI provides valuable skills, experience
BY ERIN HILL

contributing writer
JMU alumnus and country sionals or peers as an outstar Phil Vassar ('84) — known standing,
accomplished
for his hits "lust Another Day in member of the field."
Paradise
Ih.it s When I love
Thompson said 300 seats
You" and "American Child" — have been blocked off for curwill
return
to
campus rent students toward the front of
Homecoming weekend to per- Wilson Hall, where the concert
form lor students and alumni will be held. He said tickets are
and receive an award. Vassar currently on sale at the Warren
Hall box office and can be purwill take the stage Saturday. Oct
25, but not before a link' post- chased for S25 to the general
collegiate recognition
public and at a discounted rate
According to Director of of $23 and $20 for alumni and
Alumni
Relations
Justin students, respectively.
"Homecoming is a campusThompson, Vassar and Jeff (.r.iss
(■92) will be accepting the Ronald wide celebration for alumni, etuE Carrier Distinguished Alumni dents, faculty, staff and commu- I1H IKK (il KIISMH JiMinlh.nnr~in
Achievement Award at a cere- nity," Thompson said. "This concert will bring many of those conmony that precedes the concert.
JMU alumnus Phil Vassar ('84)
; According to the JMU stituents together to enjoy the tal- will perform some of his counAlumni Association Awards ents of our own Phil Vassar It's
try music Oct. 25 in Wilson
Web site Urwu-tmu.edu/alum- going to be a lot of fun."
In addition to his two Hall. Vassar and another alumni/awards_scholtirships/awards
nus will be given the Ronald E.
Stml), this award "recog- albums, Vassar has penned a jinnizes an individual who Ml gle for the NFl.'s Tennessee Carrier Distinguished Alumni
excelled in his/her respec- Titans' 2002 season and wrote Achievement Award.
tive field for a minimum ot "Words Are Your Wheels" for
inr vears and has attained the Wal-Mart Foundation's liter- — compiled from staff ftpoiH
recognition by other profes- acy campaign.

U. campus bar

A freshman leadership
workshop is being offered to
students interested in developing abilities to practice leadership within the community, at
JMU and further in life.
The Freshman Leadership
Institute is led by Community
San ui -I earning
directors,
,i"is[,)nts and trainers. "(The
Institute] is designed to
increase the participants

understanding of principles
and practices of collaborative
leadership," FLI consultant
Su/i CartH said Freshmen can
get involved by signing up in
Wilson 204, Carter said.
The eight sessions will
offer opportunities to interact
and meet new people, gain
essential leadership skillearn a leadership transcript
for future internship and
employment and experience
personal growth.
"In signing up you can
choose the class time, and we

ask that you spend 10 to 15 minutes taking our leadership
inquiry," Carter said. Spaces are
limited and are on a first come,
first serve basis. There are two
sessions of the institute taking
place during overlapping times
Wednesday nights. Then' is a 6
to 8 p.m. session and a 7 to 9
p.m session beginning Sept. 25
through Nov. 13.
Students who successfully
complete the eight interactive
sessions receive a leadership
transcript that lists the experiences earned from the workshop. This transcript will be
beneficial in applying for jobs,
joining organizations and
adding to a resume. Carter
said. CS-I. also has many student employment positions
and opportunities for service
placement and learning based
on student interest and academic goals.
"Programs and services have
evolved through the years to
meet the leadership developmental needs of JMU students

in a changing world," Fl.l trainer t-aurvn Slade said. Programs
sponsored over the years
include
Miller
Fellows,
Fmerging l-eaders, Women and
1eldership. Explore I & II,
Keyildlli 1 & II and the
Freshman leadership Institute.
According to Slade, programs
have developed over time to
equip students with the attitiufi-v -kills and knowledge bo
pncbOB their leadership in \.u\
ous areas Slade said the
Freshman Leadership Institute
is in its NOOnd year and many
Students who have completed
the workshops are now apprentices in support of the many programs offered.
Pie institute's main goal is to
teach leadership goals and
move the students to action. "I
BB1 Wfl interested in being a
part of leadership opportunities
offered by JMU," freshman
Alina Foosaid. "I think that (the
iastitutej will help me with the
skills am) information 1 need to
get involved."

UCF begins fingerprint ID program, addresses security issues
New technology at recreation center gets mixed student reactions
L. EDWARDS
The Orlando Sentinel
University of
Central
Florid.! students can now get
into the campus' Recreation
and Wellness Center using
only the tips of their fingers
for identification.
It's part of • $190,000security system that scans points of a
Bngmrtnl to Identify the student. The goal is to maintain
tight security in the 85.000s,ju.ire-foot center.
UCF's is among the tirst
SIKII s\ stems installed at a
Florida university, its manutaeturcrs say.
Some students like the new
technology because it simplifies
thcir trips to the gym by allow
ing them to Ittv* their student
IDs at home Hut others wonder
whether the scanning system
violates their privacy.
Student Todd McClelland
has been using the center sin,,
January and said he doesn't
plan on having his fingerprint
M aimed into the system.
"1
don't
like
it,"
SIKH S A HIU//V Orlando Srniinrl McClelland said. "The cards
work perfectly tin.
Tracy Thompson, right, shows Junior Deka Thome how to use
Hut most students aren't
the new finger scanning system at the Recreation and
overly
concerned.
school
BY AMY

Wallnoat Center at the University of Central Florida.

administrators said
"A few initial people said
'no way' because of privacy
issues. Hid Kick Falco, coordinator of the center. "But
once you educate them as to
what's really happening, they
are OK with it."
The units at UCF scan only
points ot thi' fingerprint, Falco
s.ml It then ■tom a template
into the unit. You can't reprint
the fingerprint from the scan,"
Falco ttld.

a
I don't like it. The cards
work perfectly fine.
-Todd McClelland
student, U, nf Central Florida
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Even with this information, some students remain
wary. As an option, one
entrance will remain open for

those who want to enter the
traditional way — with their
student ID.
The increasing use ofl the
scanning svstem known as bio
metrics nationwide has caught
the attention of the American
i ivil I ibcrtics Union.
"We art' very concerned with
the gniwing use of this technology." Mid Alessandra Meet/e,
communications director ot the
ACI.U of Florida. "Our concern
is that the students are told
exactly what is going on ... and
told they have an option
With about 4,500 people
USblg the center daily, security was a top concern for
school officials.
"It was initially created to
prevent |people| from using IDs
that weren't theirs." Falco said.
When former UCF quarterback-turned-professional
football
player
Daunts
Culpepper tried to get into
the center, an employes.
wouldn't let him in because
he didn't have an ID.
Culpepper tried to explain,
Falco said, but the employee —
a freshman — didn't know the
alumnus
and
remain-,
adamant that everyone must

enter with their ID.
When the center first
opened,
Falco said his
employees were referring five
to 10 students a day to judicial
affairs lor trying to enter with
an invalid ID.

u
It was... created to
prevent [people] from
using IDs that weren't
theirs.
-Rick Falco
coordinator. UCF Recreation and
Wellness Ccnlcr

99
Using the new system,
students gain access to the
center In I matter of seconds
by placing their index fingers
on the scanner and then
entering an eight-digit code
bltO a keypad.
"I think it's cool." junior
Deka Thome said. "I don't
have to work out with my
card anymore."
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JMU ranked third best Southern institution
JMU. from pagel
ty has earned (he honor.
"I didn't even know about
the ranking," sophomore Jenny
Yoo said. "To have earned it for
the ninth year in ,i row says a lot
about our school."
In the top 10 of all Southern
master's universities, only JMU
and The Citadel (S.C)are public
institutions.
The weekly newsmagazine's
2003 college guide listed JMU's
Community Service I earning
department as No. 24 nationally
in its list of "programs that really work." Tying with the
University
of
CaliforniaBerkeley and the University of
Maryland, JMU was the only
Virginia school listed in the top

25. There was a three-way tie for
the top school between Berea
( ollege
(Ky.),
Stanford
I diversity and the University of
Pennsylvania

-46... JMU students work
tirelessly toward the
betterment of our
community.
— Linwood Rose
JMl' presidenl

??

Rose said he was particularly pleased that US. News cited
JMU for its service-learning program, which makes volunteering in the community part of
classroom instruction.
"Without receiving a great
.ie.il of public acclaim, JMU students work tirelessly toward the
betterment of our community,"
Rose said in the release.
Rose added that more than
1,500 students "volunteer their
time and energies" to over 100
load civic clubs and agencies.
"We try to get out into the
community to find a deeper
meaning for volunteering and
get a broader perspective on
lid- said senior Caroline Mattar,
CS-L's Early and Elementary
Education coordinator.

Mattar said there are nine
areas in the Center for
Leadership,
Service
and
Transition. The last day to get
placed in a local agency is Sept.
27, according to Mattar.
"1 think it's really great
because it means that our work
is going noticed," Mattar said of
the ranking.
The category of "best mas
ter's universities" ranks 572 US.
institutions that offer many different undergraduate and master's-level programs but few or
no doctoral programs. US
Nexvs divides eligible schools
into four regions — North,
South, Midwest and West. Six
areas of academic quality are
considered: graduation and
retention rates (25 percent), peer

assessment (ZS percent), faculty
resources (20 percent), student
selectivity (15 percent), financial
resources (10 percent) and
alumni giving (5 percent). Other
Virginia institutions ranked in
the "master's" category are U.
of R-, Mary Baldwin College
(20th) and Hampton University
(27th), all private schools.
This year, U.S. News introduced new national rankings of
schools "with outstanding
examples of academic programs
that lead to student success,"
such as undergraduate research,
freshmen development, internships, study abroad programs
and discipline writing.
"While some rankings are
based on a handful of random
interviews, U.S. News & World

Report meticulously gathers a vast I
array of statistical data and does I
extensive surveying," Rose said.
"JMU is a great school; I'm I
not surprised it ranked No. 1 |in
the SouthJ," Yoo said.
"America's Best Colleges"
can be purchased at bookstands
and most of the rankings also
will be listed in today's issue of
US. News. Complete rankings
are available on the Web at
www.usnews.com. For informa
tion on JMU's service-learning
programs, contact Lee Ward,
director of the Center for
Leadership,
Service
and
Transition at x8-3788, or Rich
Harris, associate director of
Community Service-Learning,
or visit CS-L's Web site at
www.jmu.edu/csi.

TODAY!!

11 am-3 pm

PC Ballroom
Find out how to study abroad anywhere in the
world, as well as how to intern, travel, work and
volunteer abroad! Free food, gifts and prizes.
• Argentina

• Hungary

• Australia

• Indonesia

• Austria

• Ireland

• Belgium

• Italy

• England

• New Zealand

• Chile

• Russia

• China

• South Africa

• Cuba

• Spain

• Czech Republic

• International Internships

• France

• Peace Corps

• Germany

• STA Travel

• Ghana

• Work in Britain (BUNAC)

• Holland

• And Morel!

For more information on this and other International Week events,

visitwww.jmu.edu/international/iweek2002
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Burmese refugees speak on freedom to class
tVMM SK,from page I
Rogers described a 21-yearold woman who left her camp
while risking prison, rape,
deportation and even death in
order to spend one week in a
woman's training and education camp in Sri Lanka. "These
people do what they do for a
great price," Roger- aaM
They discussed major issues
within the camps including
overpopulation and poor living conditions in terms of a
lack of food and water
According to Linn, non-governmental organizations provided the bare minimum of
rations to refugees. Berth speakers, who said they represent
women's rights organizations,
said that within the refugee
camps in Burma, women have
little to no rights. They said
men occupy roughly 90 permit
of the camp's leadership.
Linn and Sein discussed the
Karen's Women's Organization
and what it provides for women

within Burma's refugee camps.
Founded in 1949, the organization has about 30,000 members
and works toward employment, equality and freedom for
women within these camps,
according to Sein.

4t
Democracy and the
freedoms we have are
so easily taken
for granted.
—MaryKimsey

professor

55
"Your life and my life is
quite different," Linn said as
sne discussed her background. Linn, who has been a
member of the Rakhaing

Women's Union for 14 years,
described the difficulties
growing up as an only child in
a poor farming family.
Linn also mentioned the
lack of education for many,
including herself, in the form
of primary schools as well as
universities. "In the primary
schools they only speak
Burmese language and taught
from the Burmese history
books," Linn said. As a result,
85 percent of the Burmese ethnic groups have forgotten their
native language or their original dialect.
The Women's League of
Burma, which was founded in
December 1999, acts as an
umbrella organization to other
women's
rights
groups,
according to Linn. According
to a women's league pamphlet,
"By working together and
encouraging
cooperation
between the different groups
the Women's League of Burma
hopes to build trust, solidarity

and mutual understanding
among women of all nationalities in Burma."
Rogers, who taught English
at JMU from 1986 to 1988,
traveled to Thailand, residing
there for four years working
with nursery schools in the
refugee camps.
The three women have been
in Harrisonburg for roughly a
week, attending a Trauma and
Awareness Recovery Workshop
at
Eastern
Mennonitc
University and will leave on
Sept. 27. Prior to coming to
Harrisonburg, the three were in
Guatemala, participating in a
Guatemalan/Burmese refugee
exchange program.
"Democracy and the freedoms we have are so easily
taken for granted," Kimsey
said. "1 could stand here in
front of the class and talk
about the situation in Burma,
but I feel that someone with
the living experience means so
much more."

BRIAN COKERAwurSiirtmt ph,n„grapt<r-

Mra Raza Linn (left) It chalrparaon of Rakhaing Woman'*
Union. Zlpporah Sein I* secretary of Karen's Women's Orf.

Graduation application deadline nears
GRADUATION, from page I
ti graduating when," White
said. "(Filling out an application
is the] only way we know they
are trying to acquire a degree."
The graduation apuuuauun
process i- straightforward and
I.ISV to follow, according to
I White. White said tlie first step
is to pick up an application and
a graduation checklist from
Registrabon Services or the registrar's office on the third and
fifth floors of Warren Hall,
respectively.
The checklist outlines the
step-by-step process, which
also can be found in the
Undergraduate Catalog, or
on
the
Web
at
www.jmu.edu/calalog/02/intro/
S.acapolicy/index.htm.
I Applicants must fill out the
JK, application and attach to it a
transcript. Then, they must
; present it to their major and
minor advisors and department heads for signatures
before turning it in to the regE istrar's office by the deadline.
"If you followed everything

on here (the checklist), you will
have covered everything,"
White said. "There is nothing
you could have missed."

information can be processed.
"I've had the graduation
application deadline on my calendar since this summer," senior Kate Tichauer said. "When I
hrst got back to school, 1 immediately made an appointment
with my advisor to look over
If you followed
my transcript. The hardest part
just getting the form signed
everything on here (the was
— the application itself is pretty
self-explanatory."
checklist), you
After completing 75 credit
will have
hours. White said students
receive a Degree Progress
covered everything.
Report in the mail. The report
what requirements the
-Michelle White details
associate registrar student has fulfilled and
what still needs to be met
before graduation.
55
When the Office of the
Registrar receives the application, the student's name
White stressed that seniors will
be
posted
on
should not wait until the day ivww.jmu.edu/registrar,
before the deadline to start according to the checklist.
the process, as gathering sig- After the application is evalunatures can be time consum- ated, students will receive a
Senior
ing. Also, White said the personalized
sooner the application is Evaluation noting any defiturned in, the sooner the ciencies. The checklist says

-66

that all questions or issues
stated on the evaluation must
be resolved before the student's name will be placed in
the commencement program.
White said the registrar's
office would answer any
questions a student may
have about the process. "All
you have to do is ask,"
White said.
Some seniors said that students are not well-informed
about the graduation process.
"I think that there is a lot that
could be done to make seniors more aware of the graduation requirements," senior
Jane Lissenden said. "I recognize that the resources are
there for us to find, but I
think that the process could
be made more accessible."
Tichauer said, "The only
thing I would recommend is for
the university to send out a
reminder possibly before the
application deadline letting students know when they need to
get everything in. 1 know a lot of
my friends totally forgot about

it, but luckily still have enough
time to get everything done
before Oct. 15."
The checklist specifies
that for undergraduates to
be considered for graduation, they must earn at least
120 semester hours with a
cumulative grade point
average of 2.0 or better. They
also must earn at least 60
semester hours toward the
degree from a four-year
institution with at least 30
semester hours at JMU.
Additionally, they must satisfy course requirements for
General Education, for specific degrees and for their
major programs.
It Mtttf like graduation is
such a long time away,"
Sampson said. "1 just didn't
know 1 had to start so soon."
Application deadlines for
students graduating in August
2003 is Feb. 15, 2003 and the
deadline (or December 2003
graduates is June 1, 2003
according to the 2002-2003
Undergraduate Catalog.

JMU awaits governor's budget decision
C JMU. from page 1
ZIwry agency
should
^ expect reductions of at least 5
{; percent," according to the Sept.
I- 20 Richmond Times-Dispatch,
Alter the governor decides on
* IIH- across-the-board cuts at
I agenda*, probably by some
- time in October, the administra• turn would spend another
^2 month or more targeting cuts in
J; the 'OOie priorities' |like| educay • lion," the article said.
According to Dudik, "At
the earliest, we will not heal
back (from the governor) until
the beginning of November,
- which cut it will be,*—7,11 or
J 15 percent.
The Commonwealth of
; Virginia provides $62.3 million
In |MU's operating budget
i' according to the JMU budget

v ntluv

Web

site.

www.jmu.edu/budget. This trans- Board of Visitors.
However, several members
Lite-- a) fl $4.3 million reduction
for a 7 percent cut, a $6.8 million of the budget office said they are
reduction for a 11 percent cut concerned that some cuts have
and up to a $9.2 million reduc- to be made and that these cuts
tion for a 15 percent cut. will have a negative impact on
According to the Sept. 13 the university. Additionally,
Richmond Times-Dispatch, the |Ml .iliv.uh has ail S4 7 mil
College of William & Mary lion this year. Eton said.
Eton said this combinasubmitted a proposal cutting
tion of possible, expected and
$6.1 million.
Charles W. King Jr., senior current cuts will have a
vice president of administration "broad based effect" on the
and finance, said he couldn't university and without specispecify how much JMU pro- fying anything further, said
posed cutting and exactly what that "some areas may go
JMU proposed cutting. He said away entirely."
According to Eton, JMU has
the proposal is a confidential
been consistently under-funded
government document.
These cut plans are just by the General Assembly. "JMU
proposals to the governor, is already only receiving 80 peraccording to Eton, and no cent of funding according to
cuts already have been state guidelines," Eton said. The
approved by the governor or reduction in the budget will

Save

vKUI^I

have "some effect on people"
working for the university,
according to Eton.

-66At the earliest, we will
not hear back (from the
governor) until the
beginning of November.
—Andrew Dudik

student representative.
Board olYisii.tr>

-55
According to King "Any

cuts are very painful for the
university [because] JMU is
already the most under-funded
university
in
the
Commonwealth of Virginia."
Junior Levar Stoney, president of the Student Government
Association, said. "Students an'
very conscientious about a raise
in luilion. Students want to be
aware of the possible increase
and if it will become a reality
with thcs< . ills
Gov. Warner and his budget
committee ultimately will
decide how much additional
money will be cut, according to
Dudik, while JMU's specific
departments will decide where
the specific cuts will occur.
I mm my understanding,"
Dudik said, "since it's a mandatory cut, it does not need to go
befon1 the Board of Visitors."

Exercise,
good diet
ward off
weight gain
EXERCISE, from page 1
www.nutricise.com offers other
ways that help incoming college students maintain their
high school figures.
The press release said not to
skip meats, especially breakfast.
When eating in the cafeteria, the
release said not to linger with
friends. Instead, "get up and go
for a walk around campus
[after] the meal."

-6 6There is a lot of
misinformation
out there.
— DanaEnsley
fitness / nutntioii coordinator, I'REC
Drinking water instead ot
coffee while studying a.so
helps, according to www.nutricise.com. "Water has been
shown to ward off fatigue and it
will always help (the| skin."
Finally, the site said junk
food should not be kept in dorm
room s, because it only serves as
an unhealthy temptation.
Apart from healthy eating,
Cavoto said students should
exercise daily. "Many ta-^\>
men are less active physk.tlk
than they (werv| in high school
...so their caloric needs may
go down."
If student-, need more guidance, Ensley said, many services are available on campus to
assist them in making healthy
changes. According to Enslev,
UREC, the University Health
Center and the Counseling and
Student Development Center
are facilities that help students
improve their wellness.
Not nearly enough students
take advantage of the nutrition
program that UREC offers,
EiHWy said. "There is a lot of
misinformation out there. The
nutrition analysis pmgram ...
helps to debunk myths and
answer most, if not all questions
an individual has."

10-4u\„,0utlet

department

Shop and save EVERY DAY

New items added weekly

Save on stereos, TVs, speakers, and more at the
Crutchfield Outlet. You'll find great deals on
returns and closeouts from our national catalog.

You get the full manufacturer's warranty, our
30-day money-back guarantee, and FREE local
delivery on TVs 27" and i

CLIk# Where you go when you want to know.

Market Sauare East (U.S. 33. next to Food Lion) • (540) 434-1000 • Mon.-Ttiur. & Sat. 10-7. Fri. until 8. Sun, Noon-5
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You Still Have Time!
Apply now to be an

tft'l

The Hottest Party to ever hit
Harrisonburg is almost here!!!

INTERNATIONAL
INTERN

MONDAY:

Buffalo Wild Wings
Hot in Here Wild Wing Eating Contest
Rigtmition begin* at 9 pm

Many positions are still available
for next spring and summer terms
in Western/Eastern Europe & Latin America.
Contact Judy Cohen for details:

TUESDAY:

Htefhlawn Pavilion
Fat Tuesday
- Sorority Night

WEDNESDAY Alston's Pub

Phone 568-6979 / e-mail <cohenjk@jmu.edu>
or come to Hillcrest for an application
(seewww.jmu.edu/international/internships)

College Knowledge/Toga Party
- Fraternity Night

THURSDAY Mainstreet Bar &■ Grill
Strip-Off Bikini 8r Boxer Contest

or come to the

Study Abroad Fair
Monday, 23 September
11-3 in the PC Ballroom

FRIDAY

Biltmore firill
American Idol Karaoke
Sift Certificates

9 pm -11 pm

CDs

Nelly Tickets
/ Movie Passes
T-shirts
Aerosmith
Tickets
/

This is opportunity knocking ...

EVERY NIfiHT
September 23- 27

GRAND PRIZE:
TRIP FOR 2 TO SOUTH BEACH MIAMI

While the Other Guys are
"Chicken-ing" Out...

Chanello's is Giving You
Everything You Want!
JAC
Accepted for
delivery *

'BEST Campus Deal
Large 2 Topping Pizza ^O*^jr

You Deserve the Best.
Call Chanello's Tonight!

•BEST Variety
Choose From Pizza, Subs,
Cheese Bread Sticks, Wings & Salad!

574-4700

•BEST Availability
Open Until 2 am Daily
Thurs-Sat. Open until 3:30 am

•BEST Payment Option
Use your JAC for Delivery

425 N. Main St • Harrisonburg
VISA

Call, Order, Flex-it, Eat!

Monday Deal
2 Large

Hours:

11 am-2 am Daily
11 am-3:30 am Thurs-Sat.

|

Tuesday Deal

I Add a

1 Topping $10.99 ■ Two Liter

Pizzas

JAC

, Coke

not valid with any other offer • monday only |

.49C
limit one per order • tuesday only

I Wednesday Deal
I Add an
Order of
Breadsticks

.49C

limit one per order • Wednesday only
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Clemson University debates bars on campus

(IMSON.frompage3
I'M.Nsivc IM ll'smmM mattei
»f appearances and whether il
would be an (fin _| ■ statement
about whether or not the urn
ventty should support an alcohol establishment."
Kim Timpany, modatc
director of recreation services
and programs lor the university
union and student center,
agrees with ( la)
It i> jl>vtlutely not hypocritical for the university to have
■ i pub on campus," she said
firmly. "The mission of Bdoar'a
(withering Place is very specific:
We arc here to provide a forum
lor students to socialize and
participate in on<ampus pro-ams. We sell alcohol to those
who are 21 years of age and
welcome guests who are 18 and
over or have a Clemson
University ID. We provide ,1
safe place for responsible adults

to practice responsible social
drinking and relax around
friends, and make new friends.
"If you ask many students
what comes to mind first when
you bring up Edgar's and The
Underground, they will say
Open Mic Nite and bowling or
pool," she continued. "Also,
we have a strong commitment
to never advertise prices or
products as a hook. You will
see all of our advertising in ,i
lasU'ful way, promoting only
our programs. Prices and seleclions are only advertised inhouse and on our Web site
under 'menu options.'
"The message that the
University Union and Student
Center, Student Life and the
Division of Student Affairs
stand behind is that students are
adults learning how they wish
to contribute and live in society
in a successful and realistic

manner — this is a process balanced by all that is provided in
the Union and Student Center,
Student Life and all other
aspects of Student Affairs,"
Timpany asserted.

-46It is absolutely not
hypocritical for the
UMV€rsity tO haV€ fl Dub
J
'

on campus.

— Kim Timpany

associate director of recreation services
and programs. Clemson University

Jenn Zawislak, a junior, finds
this explanation appealing. "1
don't think an on<ampus bar

promotes drinking in a way that
is inappropriate for a university,
and in any case, part of the college experience is going out and
having fun," she said. "Whether
there is a bar on campus or not,
people are going to drink."
Unlike other
privately
owned bars, there are numerous precautionary measures
that exist in Edgar's. The pub
reserves the right to ask for
multiple forms of ID and
requires that each customer
show proof of ID, one with MM
and one with a photo. No pitchers are sold for customers not
showing IDs per cup provided.
Also, all of the bartenders are
required to participate in a TIPS
course
(Training
for
Intervention Procedures).
According
to
Heather
Roberts, a Student Senate representative, the Alcohol Task
Force has formed a committee

to assess the usefulness of
Edgar's and where it fits with
President Barker's goals for the
university. She says that many
feel it gives students a safe
environment in which to drink
and one in which they do not
need to drive afterwards.
According to Clay, this committee has formulated a number of plans to help curb excessive alcohol consumption.
"They're looking at tailgating — that's one of their first
priorities. We feel that it sets a
bad example, but no one is quite
sure of the magnitude of the
problem. The student committee will be studying this effect
and reporting back to the task
force," he said.
"In addition, the last time we
met we decided to send out
birthday cards to students on
their 21st birthdays, congratulating and reminding them to be

careful when celebrating."
When asked about the committee that will be studying the
on-campus bar, Timpany said,
"I have faith that the committee
will be comfortable with the
precautions we take because we
take our jobs seriously and care
for the safety of our students."
Though the fate of Edgar's
is not currently in jeopardy,
some students feel it may not
be long before the legitimacy
of the campus bar comes
under fire.
"I think it's a great idea to
have all the stuff they provide
right there in the middle of campus," freshman Brian Clark
said. "The only problem is that
having a bar right here may be
seen as being inappropriate,
and in today's climate of political correctness, such ideas can
have a heavy influence on decisions about the future."

USE YOUR DETECTIVE INSTINCTS
AND FIND THE BREEZE NEAR YOU
On-campus
Alumnae Hall
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Burruss Hall
Carrier Library
Chandler Hall
CISAT
Duke Hall
Facilities Management
Frederikson Hall
Frye Building
Gibbons Dining Hall
Godwin Bus Stop

Godwin Hall
Harrison Hall
Health Center
Hillcrest House
Hoffman Hall
Huffman Hall
Jackson Hall
Johnston Hall
Keezell Hall
Maury Hall
Medical Arts
Miller Hall
Modular Building
Moody Hall

Mr. Chips
Music Building
PC Dukes
Roop Hall
Sheldon Hall
Shenandoah Hall
Sonner Hall
Taylor Hall
Theatre II
UREC
Varner House
Wampler Hall
Warren Hall
Wellington Hall

Wilson Hall
Zane Showker Hall

Off-campus
Anthony's Pizza
Artful Dodger
Biltmore Grill
Calhoun's
Dukes Mobil
Hole in the Wall
Jess' Quick Lunch
Laughing Dog
Luigi's

Main Street Bar & Grill
Mike's Mini-Mart
Mr. Gatti's
Mr. J's Bagels
Nautilus Fitness Center
Neighbor's Exxon
Pizza Hut
Port Road Exxon
Purple Dawg
Runner's Corner
Simple Pleasures
Spanky's
The Look

These are just some of the more than 90 delivery locations for The Breeze.

9 fcfijtears,

yourk
A/ill
7
need a good
laugh!

GET YOUR PICTURE IN THE
2003 BLUESTONE!
September 24 - 27
Taylor 305
Tues. 1 - 5pm, Wed. - Fri. 9am - 5pm

October 7-10
P.C. Ballroom
Mon. 1 - 5pm, Tues. - Thurs. 9am - 5 pm

$8 sitting fee
Cash and Checks accepted.
The Bluocone

Questions? Call Sally at 568-6541
or email the_bluestone@jmu.edu
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colors oxford, white
sizes S, M, L, XL

$18.00

Gear for Sports®
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UNIVERSITY.
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Warren Campus Center • 568-6121
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"It would seem that JMU has gone
out of its way to be lenient with filesharing culprits."

OPINION
HOUSE

TOM GUARALDO

senior
see column, pact 12

EDITORIAL

Bandwidth usage requires restraint
Stealing music like the
unapologetic thieves we are
has
finally
backfired.
According to the Sept. 19 issue
ol the BflMBfj the main reason
JMU's Internet is moving at the
speed of tectonic plates is students' use of file-sharing programs, which eat up the university's limited bandwidth.
According to Dale Hulvey,
associate vice president for
Information Technology, programs like Morpheus, KaZaA
and Audiogalaxy sit in system
trays and inadvertently turn students' computers into servers for
shared files. This means that 24
hours a day, files arc flying back
and forth through jMU's two
DS-3 connections, sucking up
bandwidth and slowing down
everything else.
So are our days of pirating
DlUSk over? Not necessarily.
The JMU computing Web site,
wune.jmu edu/computing/security/mfo/bw.slttm, proposes a simple solution that would allow us
to free up bandwidth without
compromising our ability to

download free stuff. According
to the Web site, "Users of [filesharing programs] should configure their computers to prevent the entire world from
unnecessarily using JMU's network as a file server. Doing so
does not prevent you from
downloading files. It only prevents others from consuming
JMU's bandwidth.'' In the time
it takes them to wait for their
Hotmail pages to load, students
could reconfigure their program
settings and shave infinitelylong minutes off their wait.
But there is a much easier
solution that doesn't require
any extra time or fiddling with
complex programs. This solution is self-restraint. Instead of
cursing the Internet, try turning
off your file-sharing program.
Instead of downloading 500
mp3s per day, try only downloading your favorite song. Or
better yet, why not boost the
economy by heading out to the
store and buying the CD?
It would seem that JMU has
gone out of its way to be lenient

with file-sharing culprits. In The
Breeze article, Hulvey said that
he and his team were meeting
with an engineer from Cisco,
the manufacturer of two routers
that provide our Internet connection, to brainstorm software
solutions to limit the bandwidth
that the file-sharing applications are absorbing. JMU has
yet to enforce restrictions on
even the worst offenders,
although according to the article, JMU is considering limiting
download abilities to excruciatingly slow modem speeds. The
bottom line is if students do
not regulate themselves, JMU
will be forced to intervene to
preserve its limited bandwidth for academic purposes.
When this happens, as it has
at other universities, our filesharing days may indeed
become a fond memory.
Ultimately the responsibility
of limiting bandwidth usage
falls on us. If we don't abuse our
file-sharing privileges, we won't
have to lament their loss when
they are revoked.

li'.iniin- Gajrwski
Travis Cllngenpeel
Gall Ctupollni
David Clementaon
kin Papafil

Student explains
alternatives to war
All of the hysterical talk of a Chomsky stated "Washington's
new war on Iraq is somewhat present justifications to attack
misleading, because the Gulf Iraq have far less credibility
War is still is not over for the than when President Bush Sr.
Iraqi people. According to the was welcoming Saddam as an
International Action Center's ally and a trading partner after
Web site, www.iacenler.org, he had committed his worst
"since August 1990, Iraq has brutalities — as in Halabja,
been under US.-led UJM. eco- where Iraq attacked Kurds with
nomic sanctions. These sanc- poison gas in 1988. At the time,
tions prevent Iraq from selling the murderer Saddam was more
oil and freeze Iraq's foreign dangerous than he is today."
assets, the result of which is the Indeed, when Iraq gassed its
inability to purchase the food own people, U.S. weapons and
and medicines that the people military people were there,
desperately need. 1.5 million assisting them. Iraq was a client
people in Iraq, over half of them state at the time, a friend of the
children under 5, have died as a United States.
direct result of the sanctions." In
March of 1996, the World Health
Organization stated, "Since the
Twelve years of
onset of sanctions, there has
sanctions have denied
been a six-fold increase in the
mortality rate for children under
an entire generation
5, and the majority of the country's population has been on a
the basic right to
semi-starvation diet." Twelve
years of sanctions have denied
human dignity...
an entire generation the basic
right to human dignity and
have caused them physical and
mental damage that, even if
Two of the highest U.N. offithey survive, they will never cials responsible for U.N.
completely overcome. These weapons inspections within
sanctions are genocidal.
Iraq and a principle US. citizen
In August 2002, Ramsey participating in the inspections
Clark, former attorney general have resigned, denounced the
of the United States, wrote a sanctions and denied that there
powerful letter regarding Iraq. It is a threat that Iraq will develop
was sent to all members of the weapons of mass destruction.
U.N. Security Council, with Scott Ritter, a former U.S.
copies to the U.N. General Marine officer who served as
Assembly and Senator Biden of chief weapons inspector in Iraq
the Senate Committee on Foreign for UNSCOM (United Nations
Relations. In it, he discussed the Special Commission), spoke to a
devastatkm wrought by the geno- capacity crowd in the Suffolk
cidal sanctions. He stated. "The Law School building in Boston
great majority of the deaths on July 23. He stated, "This is
caused by the sanctions are not about the security of the
infants, children, the elderly, the United States. This is about
chronically ill and emergency domestic American politics. The
medical cases. These are the national security of the United
people most vulnerable to pol- States of America has been
luted water, malnutrition and hijacked by a handful of neothe lack of medicines and med- conservatives who are using
ical equipment and supplies. their position of authority to
U.S. claims that it is the Iraqi pursue their own ideologicallygovernment that is responsible driven political ambitions. The
for deaths from shortages of day we go to war for that reason
food and medicine are false. is the day we have failed collecBefore sanctions there was vir- tively as a nation."
tually no malnutrition in Iraq,
It seems President George
free hospitals, health services W. Bush wants a new war
and medicines were model for because of the oil in Iraq. War is
the region." (www.vilw.org)
also profitable to the U.S.
Sept. 9 The Guardian pub- because it is the top arms dealer
lished an article titled "Drain in the world. US. interests in
The Swamp And There Will Be Iraq benefit Wall Street and corNo More Mosquitoes," written
seeWAK.pageS
by Noam Chomsky. In it,

Pats

Email darts and pats to hree7edptfholinail.com

Jessica danebury
Brenna Walton

Pat...

Alison Fargo
Liu Marietta

A "you-saved-my-day" pat to the guy and girl in
Southview who knocked on doors in the middle of the
night to find the owner of the Blazer with the lights on.
Soil in by a senior who always las car trouble and really
appreciated not having to go thmugh it again.

Draw Wilson
Dan Bowman
Lucia Lodato
Lauren York
Rachelle Lacroix
Laura Dean

Dart...
A "leam-to-have-some-courtesy" dart to the professor who purposely blocked me from getting the
parking spot my friends and I were waiting for and
stole it after telling us it was now his spot just because
he was faculty.
Snif in by three annoyed junior girls who were appalled
at such actions by a JMU professor.

Richard Tharp
Sarah SUnili
Theresa Sullivan
Kevin Marinak
Sieve Cembrinski
Flip De Luca
Alan Neckowitz
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"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is
indebted for all the tnumphs which have been gained by
reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— James Madison
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Dart...
A "you're-traKiisrespectful-for-words" dart to the persons) responsible for the vandalism and thefts that took
place in Z-lot this weekend
From a senior who doesn't appreciate that she now hastoget
her car fixed and thinks you'm never too old lofolknc the "do unto
others as you would haw them do unto you" motto.

Pat.

A "great-save" pat to the two library workers who
smelled smoke while closing up Thursday night and
called in the alarm.
Srnl in by a maintenance worker a-lm knows your quick
response prevented much more extensive damage.

Pat...
A "thanks-for-trymg-to-make-conversatioo"

pat
to the guy in green shorts lifting weights next to me
at UREC.
Smf in by a hmnge-tied girl who wishes site had said
more and gotten your number before running off to class.

Dart...

A "thanks-for-not-really-considering-the-safety-of-your-students" dart to JMU for filling the
slope of the walkway next to Interstate 81 with
rocks the size of boulders.
From a junior who has had to walk to ISAT twice a
day, five days a week and enjoys the gravel walkway,
but now fears for her life if she has to pass someone
coming in the opposite direction.
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JESSICA WOOLWINE
BREEZE READER'S VIEW

"Easy life" exists for no
generation of students
During college, life seems on
the brink of something extraordinary. I find it hard to understand why some adults think
youthful exdUmoll for the
future indicates immaturity or
lack of experience. Tomorrow is
never is pmmised to the young
or to the old. If fate doesn't discriminate on age, why should
anyone else?
While shopping for idwol
supplies is one of my least
favorite thlngl lo do, I still
force myself to do it every
semester. On my last trip, I
was willing to pay an unbelievable price for Macintosh
Zip disks, but not prepared to
encounter the unbearable
nature of a bored, bitter and
elderly know-it-all salesperson who cornered me on the
floppy disk aisle.
I believe myself to be a fairly patient person, but 15 minutes into this guy's speech, I
was starting to feel like inflicting self-mutilation. He already
had covered his opinion on
Bill Gates' success after not
going to college, Kennedy's
heroic days of Camelot, the
latest "Sixty Minutes" show
on college dating (during
which he had the audacity to
ask if "random hook-ups"
had replaced actual dates)
and was on to somebody's
assassination in Europe when
I made up some excuse to
leave, practically running
down the aisle toward to ne.irest check out station.
As I was leaving, I tried to
pinpoint the exact time when
the salesperson had angered
me the most. It wasn't the wisecrack on paying for an education that, according to him, I
didn't really need, or even the
asinine reference to JMU's disappointing lower rank in this
year's
"Hottest
College
Chicks" category. (Why is there
a compelling need to constantly
report the status of JMU
women in the most recent
Playboy statistics? Does anyone
really think women care?) His
comments regarding the "easy
life" my generation of college

students has lived was what
really infuriated me. It left me
with I nagging feeling that I
couldn't express, one that
made my lips purse and my
eyebrows snap together at the
very thought. How presumptuous it was to summarize my
life and the other 15 million
college students in the country
together, as if we were all
clones in a perfect world.

It left me with a
nagging^ feeling that I
couldn t express, one
that made my lips
purse and my eyebrows
snap together at the
very thought.

Our culture has become
numb to the violence of everyday living, while being
babysat by our televisions. As
youth, we have witnessed the
devastation of our country
during the Oklahoma City
bombing. Operation Desert
Storm, the Columbine High
School shootings and the
recent terrorist attacks of Sept.
11, 2001. There hasn't been a
time when I didn't lock my
front door at night.
I'm sure this man in all of
his infinite wisdom did not
have to go through mandatory metal detector checkpoints
before entering his high
school football games. Trying
to offer comfort to a friend
who just had an abortion at
the age of 15 probably never
crossed his mind. I'm also
pretty sure he doesn't mourn
the loss of a friend that was
killed at an ATM only two
blocks from home.
For weeks after Sept. 11,
2001, every time I heard a plane
or helicopter in the sky, my

OPINION

Multiple moves make their mark
"No butts! No cuts! No
coconuts!" That was Chicagocool when I was 8 and someone
was trying to sneak ahead of
you in the lunch line.
Apparently this was not so
cool in Philadelphia, where I
learned the hard way that the
cool phrase was "No bumps."
When I told one of the cool kids,
"Hey no butts!" He proceeded
to let everyone know very loudly what I had said which was
followed by an outrageous
uproar of laugher. I was 9, and
so far, Philly was the fifth place
my family had moved to, the
fourth place where 1 was a fellow lunch line stander.
For a while 1 thought
these trite moments of
embarrassment were the
only repercussions of moving an average of every
other year, but after we had
moved to Virginia and
stayed there for cons in
comparison. I began to learn
the ugly truth.
So here it is, the ugliness in
a nutshell: Not only was I
learning strange things at random times (in Connecticut,
they teach you how to write
checks and balance a checkbook in second grade), but I
was missing out on learning
some crucial information. I
was stuck in a cycle; they were
about to teach me something
the following year in school
and we would move again, to
a place where they had
already taught this information, whatever it was, the year
before. Take, for example, that
damn state song that everyone
seems to know. All I picked up

was "Alaska, Alabama, la de
dah dah, Idaho, dum de dum,
la dee dee. North Dakota, New
Mexico." By the sixth grade I
completely had forgotten that
Montana was even a state and
was fully convinced that sintv
people skied in Vermont, it
should
be
adjacent
to
Colorado.
There was a lot of crucial
information 1 missed, like the
proper definitions of what I
saw to be strange and unnecessary words. I remember
being 13, pondering what the
deal was with that whole
Dewey Decimal System thing
and came to question the term
"non-fiction." I was standing
there in this tiny library, legitimately embarrassed to ask
anyone
if
"non-fiction"
meant true or false, all the
while knowing the truth but
honestly just confused, thinking fiction means "not-true,"
thus making "non-fiction"
mean "non-not-true." With
my pre-teen know-it-all philosophy, I decided that they
should have just had "fiction" mean "true" so "nonfiction" could mean "nontrue" instead of "non-nottrue." Double negatives just
confuse everyone, and the
last time I checked, a library
was supposed to be a place
of proficiency, not verbal
chaos. I came to the conclusion that I would remain
confused. Perhaps. I had
decided, the "non-fiction"
authors put up a fight for
this "non-ness." Perhaps
they thought in all hopes
that a confused 13 year old, a

good eight years after she
had been taught basic library
terminology, would stumble
into the non-fiction section,
hoping for a copy of R.L.
Stein's "Homecoming Queen"
and fall upon an untouched
book on fossils instead.

...Not only was I
learning strange things
at random times... but
I was missing out on
learning some crucial
information.

Nine years later, I've started
to read for the simple pleasures
of reading again. I just had to
count how many years it is
from 13 to 22 on my fingers. I
also got it wrong the first time
and wrote "eight years later."
One might say I'm not exactly
gifted in math. Previously, I
had blamed this all on being
left-handed. Then I got to college and met all kinds of lefthanded people who were creative and could add without
the use of their fingers.
Apparently 1 was wrong in
assuming you either had the
math or the English in you, not
both. My lack of math has
served me well, though, proving to be a nice form of comic
relief for my friends. One day
last semester, while enjoying
the fact that I actually got at

the answers to my math homework correct, despite the fact
that it was Math 103, The
Nature of Mathematics, I
unconsciously blurted out,
"Oh! That's what a prime number is!" loud enough for my
roommates to hear me.
English always has been
my subject. Sadly enough,
the moves seemed to have
affected that too. In high
school
senior
year
in
advanced placement English,
in a thesis paper, I wrote "He
mise well have just kept his
mouth shut." This, to me,
sounded like a completely
normal statement. It was
returned to me with a big red
question mark over the
words "mise well" and the
words "might as well" written beside it. At least she
knew what I meant. My only
defense for that was that if
people can use the term
'nother" like it's a real
world, as in "That's a whole
nother story," I mise well be
allowed to use mine.
I always just accepted
phrases like that without
question, like how 1 learned,
ironically enough from my
friend Adam's away message
one day, that the phrase is "up
and at 'em" not "up and
Adam," which is what I
thought my mom was saying
to me every morning before
school, never questioning
who this Adam character was
or what his deal was anyway.
You would think that
would be enough, but just the
see MOVING, page U

Spread the love.

.SEND A PAT"!

see U HE, page 11

Dance
Masterclass
The Blue Ridge Irish Music School
Instructor: Meg Madden

Monday, September 23
2:30-3:20 p.m.
Godwin 356
Sponsored by:
Office of International Prop-arm
Cantar for Mu»deutturaUlnu>r national Student Services

LAUREN COWLEY

BREEZE READER'S VIEW

Contact person. Katie Thomas
ihomaikct'n jmu edu, 568 6627

I "i more International Week eveats, visit: www.Jfnu.edu/latcrnatlonil/Iweek2002

Send them to breezedp@holmail.com

Simple Pleasures
Ski and Skate
Skydive Orange
Smokin' Pig
SOS Advertising
Spotswood Furniture
Sunchase Apartments
The Newspaper Network
University Outpost
UVA ROTC
VACO
Valley Vets
Wachovia
West Side Barber Shop
Wilderness Voyager
Williamson-Hughes Pharmacy
Wrench Craft
Yellow Cab
435-RIDE
Acme Video
Alley Cat
Alston's Pub
Apple Computer
Army ROTC
Artful Dodger
Ballet Extensions
Baptist Student Union
The Beauty Spa
Blue Mountain Groove
Blue Ridge Nature Shop
Downtown Barber Shop
Double Happiness
E&E Auto
Emerqicare
Everybody's Gym
Finnigan's Cove
Flights of Fancy
FoUeft- JMU Bookstore
Food Lion
Forbes - The Commons/South View
Furniture Warehouse
Ntelos-CFW
NY Style
Oasis Gallery
Painted Lady Tattoo
Pamela's Secret
Papa John's
Peaches Tattooing
Pheasant Run Townhouses
Piiza Hut
Plan 9
Rockingham Ballet
Rockingham Cooperative
Scott Aviation
Sharp Shopper

JMU Health Center
KAR Towing
Kafhy's Scuba
I Kim's Nails
Kline's Dairy
Kyoto
Lakeview Golf
The Look
Mainstreet Bar & Grill
The Mark-it
Mark's Bike Shop
Meridian Computers
Mill Street Grille
I Mission Coffee
Nautilus Fitness Center
| NTC-Network Telephone Communication
Blue Ridge Tire
Boston Beanery
Calhoun's
Channello's
China Express
Church of the Nazarene
Cinnamon Bear Bakery & Deli
Cline's Energy Inc. - Exxon

Cracker Barrel
Craft House
Crutchfield
Dinner-lo-Go

f>d verfiV

Thank You For Starting
The School Year Right
Supporting The Breeze\
Hair Corral
Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Harrisonburg Parks & Rec
Heavenly Ham
Hole in the Wall
Hometown Music
House of Oak
Hunter's Edge
Indian American Cafe
Joshua Wilton House
JMU Athletics
JMU CMISS
JMU Copy Center
JMU Dining Services
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OPINION

"My not-so-broken
computer needed
fixing."

"I'm saving my money
so I need yours."

"/ need money to
add/drop a class."
^*

Kevin Lauder
sophomore, pub. admin.

Desiree Clements
freshman, undecided

\SPOTLIOHT j

CIIRIS IASSA/ctWfitMdw pfcw«rap*er

Drew Olsen
freshman, music education
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"/ need money
beacuse my game is
giving freshman girls
cab money."

Casey Templeton
freshman, undecided

Topic: What was the best eXCUSe you've given your parents to get money?

Life hard for all Moving affects learning
tJFE,fram pa$e 10
heart would slop beating
momentarily lAst spring when
there were helicopters flying
around campus, I was convinced that the government was
patrolling for stray aircraft, that
is, until I realized that the ROTC
was just having class.
Life is completely unscripted.
My youth hasn't taken away the
ability to be affected by my surroundings. There are certain inci-

dents in our memories when we
wrestle with the idea of what
might have been, or more importantly, what should have been. I
do not know anyone, young or
old, who has had a life completely free of heartache and loss.
Despite beliefs that youth only
provides an outlook of innocence
and naivety, life's script has no
intention of age discrimination.
Jessica Woclwine is a sophomore SMAD major.

MOVING, from page W
other day I was talking to my
brother and, in talking about
something I was unsure of, 1
referred to it as a "something
rather." He laughed at me and
asked if that was another
Lauren-ism for "something or
other." Oops.
At least my friends and family who teach me basic math and
Hnglish on a regular basis let me
down gently, unlike the Philly
"She said, 'No Butts!'" boy when
I was 9, who I just happened to

ran intoatJMU last fall.
Tnat is the plus side to growing up and realizing you missed
out on some very important
details of a basic elementary education: There hasn't been a place
I have gone where I haven't run
into someone I knew as a child.
Take it or leave it, it makes up for
all of the chuckles from the no
butts, every one of the no cuts
and the whatever a whole bunch
of coconuts is called.
Lauren Cowley is senior
art major.

Kfm

Can you draw?
Are you funny?
Can you draw funny stuff?
Be the new editorial cartoonist
for /''<■ Breeze.
contact less .it bn.vxopinion@holmail.com

jhnple Jieasures K^af e
GREAT FOOD
REASONABLY PRICED

Students...the Dukes Need Your Support!
Come out on Saturday and cheer them on!

Make your reservation for Parent's Weekend NOW!
Now Open for Dinner
Friday & Saturday
New Hours:
Mon-Thurs 11-5
Fri&Sat 11-9

VS.
DUKES

VILLANOVA

Saturday, September 28, 6 p.m.
Bridgeforth Stadium A
For schedules, scores, tickets and more, go to.
ip p r r7

498 i/^rJ,, )%d

si,irrtss I nrti

l&mi'Xmd Deli
564-2989

Nii Tettey Tetteh
and the
Kusun Ensemble
The Kusun Ensemble,
a group singing
and dancing in the
Northern Ghana
tradition, is a musical
feast of exquisite flute
playing and an eclectic
mix of percussion
instruments.

www. ghanutlrumschool.

COB

Wednesday
September 25
Wilson Hall
7:30 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
A Weliness Passport Event.

Sponvirvtl l>*:

International Week
For more information about this and othei International Week events,
it www.jmu odu/intern,itional/iwccft2002
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OPINION

INDIANA STATESMAN

FROM THE WIRE

Media should abide by "innocent until proven guilty" as well
CNN's "we make the news"
altitude crucified innocents las!
week. The station lambasted
three medical students headed
to internships at Miami, Fla.'s
Larkin Community Hospital.
Since, Larkin has received hundreds of condemning e-mails
and threats and has withdrawn
its internship offer.
The case being made is that
the students, all Arab-American,
were overheard planning terrorist
actions in a Georgia restaurant
Eunice Stone, who was dining in
the next booth, said she heard
Kambiz Butt, 25, Ayman Gheith,
27, and Omer Choudhary, 23, say if

Americans "were sad on 9/11, wait
until 9/13." Stone also said the
men were talking about bringing
something down, which sounded
to her like a reference to blowing
snmethutg up. She also said some
words were spoken in Arabic
CNN broke the story as it
happened. Gheith was accused
of going through a toll stop
without paying. Police pulled
the students over, blocked off
part of Hwy. 1-7D, or Alligator
Alley, in Florida for M plus
hours and searched the vehicles
for explosives. FBI and local
authorities detained the students for 17 hours, then released

them when nothing was found.
For being suspected terrorists, the police couldn't find one
firecracker of evidence on them.
Videographers filmed the
blocked highway. Commentators
speculated on what could W kl
those cars and what the police
were talking about The anchors
did mention that nothing had
been proven yet, but only after
scaring the public with unfounded speculations on why the students had said what they said.
They took the words straight
from Stone's mouth.
But there's something very
funny about this line of reasoning.

War not the answer
WAR, from page 9

porarions like Exxon that profit
from oil and do not in any way
help working people in this
country or in any other. "Our"
government — I use quotes
because I don't think it is under
our control anymore — speaks
in our name and spends our tax
dollars to dominate and control
other countries and peoples. As
Chomsky stated, "We should
also be aware that much of the
world regards Washington as a
terrorist regime. In recent years,
the United States has taken or
backed actions in Colombia,
Nicaragua, Panama, Sudan and
Turkey, to name a few, that meet
official U.S. definitions of 'terrorism' — that is, when Americans
apply the term to enemies." We
must stop engaging in brutal
violence all over the globe.
According to the Web site for
Global Exchange, www.globalexchange.org, "An attack on Iraq
would constitute an attack on
the Charter of the United
Nations, which says that armed
force may only be used in selfdefense, or with the approval of
the U.N. Security Council."
This means the war that
President Bush is trying to
launch would be illegal under
international law. Let's use all
the money that will be spent to
invade Iraq and instead start a
war on poverty, hunger and
injustice. Contrary to what we
are fed daily through television
and
the corporate-owned
media, everything is not fine. In
his book "When Corporations

Rule the World," David Korten
stated, "approximately 1.2 billion
of the world's people struggle to
live on less that $1 a day." That's
about five times the population
of the United States. This sounds
like a problem worth putting our
energy into. If your baby brother
or best friend were starving,
undoubtedly you would do
everything you could to help
them eat. If s time to start treating
the rest of the world like our family members and our best friends.
Until we realize that "us"
and "them" are the same people, there is going to be suffering in Ihe world. We are at a
crucial point in world history.
We must all educate ourselves
about what is going on in the
world we live in and start taking action to make the it a better place. Instead of killing our
brothers and sisters all over the
world we should feed them
and show them the dignified
life we all deserve. We have an
obligation as citizens of the
world to write and call our representatives, write letters to
newspapers, attend demonstrations and speak up about this
planned aggression. International
A.N.SWER (Act Now to Stop
War and End Racism) is sponsoring a "Stop the war on Iraq
before is starts" demonstration in Washington, D.C. Oct.
26. I will be on the streets of
D.C. to help put an end to
this war before it starts.
Where will you be?
Matthew Johnson is a senior
sociology major.

"The thing that hurts me the
most was that the argument
was about whether they said it
was a hoax or if we meant it,"
Gheith told Larry King on
Monday "Nobody considered
that we didn't say it"
That's exactly the problem.
Instead of running with a
speculative story line, CNN
should have reported the facts
when they existed. If the station didn't have the facts right
away, the anchors should have
talked about a different story
for the time being instead of
filling the dead air with frightinspiring statements on the

next terrorist attack.
Come to find out — Gheith
did pay the toll, the three really
are medical students, they are
all Americans and two of them
don't even speak Arabic.
The constitution accepts the
"innocent until proven guilty"
line. Why can't the media?
Sadly, first impressions are
everything. CNN broke the
story without much to go on.
Before the facts were found the
students were labeled as "possible terrorists." No matter what
you put in front of it you know
the only word that will be
remembered is "terrorist."

CNN has done a good job of
balancing its coverage since the
incident, inviting the students to
speak on "Larry King Live" and
playing up the fact that Stone
could have been wrong. But
that's not the issue. First impressions are what count
When dignity is stolen in a flurry of speculation and fear, earning
it back is beyond their control
The media should learn to be
responsible with the stories it
reports. These are people's lives
we talk about every day. No
need to end them prematurely.
The Indiana Statesman is the
paper of Indiana State University.

Write for opinion.
The editor doesn't bite.
Except for that one time.
E-mail columns to Jess at breezeopinion@hotmail.com

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Local swimming hole
in need of cleaning
On Saturday Sept. 14, a
group of JMU Students
from the Sociology and
Caving clubs went out to
Blue Hole on a cleanup mission. Blue Hole is a swimming hole off Route 33 in
the mountains where students and Harrisonburg
locals go to swim, hike and
enjoy nature. Unfortunately,
because of the excessive
amounts of litter, trips out
to Blue Hole have become
increasingly less enjoyable.
A group of 11 students and
faculty advisor Greg Peter
went out there on a rainy
Saturday afternoon to try
and remedy this problem.
The amount of trash near
Blue Hole and in the Mir
rounding area was unbelievable. Students did not
make it far out of their cars
before having to start picking up massive amounts of

trash on the steep incline
just off of the road. Other
students took to the path
and began to clean around
the swimming hole. After
an hour and a half of cleaning and a trip to get more
trash bags, students had
filled up 20 trash bags of litter. We would have needed
20 more to even come close
to picking up all of the litter
in the area. After the hard
work we took a dip and
enjoyed being outside in the
fresh mountain air. We felt
good about what we had
done, but were still a little
discouraged by the trash
that remained.
The motivation behind
the trip was the many complaints heard about the area.
The first weekend that I was
at school it was one of the
first places I wanted to go
visit. 1 was distressed, however, to see how much tr.ish
was in and around Blue
Hole I wasn't the only one in
disbelief. I had heard many

I NV* \ot

others
make comments
about the condition of the
area. I don't know what kind
of mentality sparks this kind
of treatment of the environment. Blue Hole is one of the
many beautiful areas that
students and residents of
Harrisonburg are lucky
enough to have at their disposal (no pun intended).

/ don) know what kind
of mentality sparks this
kind of treatment of the
environment.

These areas are for us to
share, with the wildlife and
with the other people that
also enjoy what it has to
offer. It awes me, and the

, School of Dance
DANCEWEAR

other students w^io spent
their time that Saturday to
pick up trash, that people
would treat these areas
with such disrespect.
Should we have to put up
signs and trash cans for convenience? I would think it to
be common sense to refrain
from littering. However, if
signs and trfl«b rani are
what it takes, then they
should be set up. It's unfortunate, because these cans in
themselves will take away
from the natural beauty of
the area however it is one
suggestion that might help
to solve the problem.
It is going to take more
than a small group of dedicated students to remedy this
problem. It is going to take
community awareness and
effort to make sure that Blue
Hole and all other areas are
kept clean Please enjoy and
respect what Mother Nature
has given to us
Sara Newman
sophomore

-Ballet - Jaa/lllp-llop
- Tap - Lyrical ~ Modem
-Preschool-Adults
-Private Classes Available

Monday - Alston's Pub & MRC Records Talent Search
Juesday ■ Karaoke

SU.

"WMsfe-ltaakattUM °-«s

HARRISONBURG

//lOfSOOy - K3r3oKe

A/jtonspubcom

Friday - The Ordinary Way
Saturday - Frontiers* A tribute to Journey

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC
DANIEL G. WITMER, M.D.
M. CATHERINE SLUSHER, M.D.
HERBERT E. BING, M.D.
JASON K. GENTRY, M.D.

C. LARRY WHinEN, M.D.
LOUIS E. NELSON, III, M.D.
MICHAEL J. BOTTICELLI, M.D.
SHERRY L. DRIVER, FNP

2291 Evelyn Byrd Avenue
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801
(540)434-3831 • 1-800-545-3348
Fax 1540)432-0518

ARE YOU LOOKING POR A FUN WAY TO EXERCISE? DANCE CLASSES ARE NOW
FORMING FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS! GET SOME OF YOUR FRIENDS TOGETHER
AND SIGN UP FOR A HIP-HOP OR TAP CLASS NOW!'!
TEACHERS, DANCERS, CHEERLEADERS, DAKCE TEAMS...NEED SPECIAL
COLORS OR STYLES Of SHOES OR CLOTHING? WE OFTER A FULL LIRE Or
DARCE SHOES AMD APPAREL ARD CAR MEET YOUR INDIVIDUAL NEEDS!II

Contact Courtney at 438-0166 or Quartz413(^aol com

1791-B South High SL

FOR A DIFFERENT SLANT ON THE NEWS DISCOVER

The Christian Science Monitor
An independent, unbiased international daily newspaper
with worldwide readership
Founded in 1908 "To injure no man, but to bless all mankind"
Winner of 7 Pulitzer Prizes- 50 correspondents in 9 countries providing concise
analysis of world events - special features cover work/money, learning/ideas,
arts/leisure, science/technology, and MORE! A great research tool.
Get acquainted with their award winning website:

www.csmonitor.com

^\ bBMEiL uving chqaugh
Judith Kippei
Insights into the
Politics of the World

' HHISI

Tuesday, September 24, 2002
7:00 pm
Grafton-Stovall
FREE
Judith Kipper speaks and writes frequently on Middle Eastern and International Affairs Kipper is the Director of
Che Middle East Forum at the Council on Foreign Relations and the I>irector of the Middle F.ast Studies program
at the Center for Strategic and International Studies As a consultant on international affairs for ABC News, she
also contributes to publications such as The New York Times, The Lot Angeles Turns, and The Washington Peal and
comments on TV/radio in the United Stales, Europe, Japan, China and the Middle East
Sectored by THt Center for MutticUtun)l/Ifllernar<ofttl Student Serxcei
For more iiforfMtia* call (5*0) 5M -W16 email murt.cuWuroR? JI«»U •*) #r
ceneult our awbeite at "tip tlwrm ynu •oVwurti cultural
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434-9999

NEW & USED

WHAT A RECORD
KROGER SHOPPING CTR WOM
SHOULD BK1
1790-96 E. Market St.
&o.nuDto*Pl«nf,WMtkEnMi :,-[...
Mon-Sat 10 9 Sunday 12-6
hiilnaaUHflnlHKH,

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM
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1 thought you wanted to express yourself. n
"i do wanna express myself,
™
_
and i dont need 57 pieces of flare to do it
(Office Spacel
express yourself at The Breeze by illustrating comics.
call Sarah at x8ff749 or email stanitse.

775CantrellAve.
(next to Hardees)
432-9996

Mon.- Fri. 9 am-8 pin
Sat. 10 am-4 pm
Sun. 1 pm-6 pm

If Your Doctor Ii Miles Away
And You Need Treatment For:
Minor Injuries and Illnesses
Sports Injuries ■ Sprains
Mono • Strep Throat
Lacerations
In-houae STD Testing

EMERGICARE
**■** Ponmi en Sinjbtj 7**rFrl4mh

All major bank cards accepted
and we will file your insurance
claim for you!

No Appointment Necessary • OPEN 7 Days a Week

{W *he wtoftfud buwti

&ii**H*'*M**y*International Week
September 21-11, 1001
Jim it Madlssw University
I•.•'!•* Calltfi (••!•> <"•■ 4 MllrtVM

bate: liia.y. S.pl..k.r 17. 1001
llBOl 4:00-10:00 p ■

tooli OHM M norm
Music by

"Dan Sealy'

International
Extravaganza

Featurine...

SoCdiars of JaA Army

Coma •■joy ■" evening ol
International Celekrstienl

Join us for a night of
Caribbean cuisine and
performances by Dan
Sealy featuring Soldiers
of Jah Army and JMU
students.
Soldiers ol Jah Army on rising up strong, dedicated to Ihtir minion of bringing Ihs meiiago to the people
through reggae muiic trimming with original musrcol and lyrnel conlonl. unseen in most of mtiSK today'
Ihese lies brethren ere "...going lor verses to moia mounloins oad hillsides, miring lor choruses to put the
world in the right stride, building bridges to cross over the lies..." (freedom lima 14.)

liclielicMibepurcbosedol:
CMISV Warren Hail room 70S

•«.,.»/.«..«*»'

tSleritedenltlOperperiee
for more rnfarireotron. pleoie
cooled: feln Wong Sol 46J4 or
•infib@imu.edu

Wi II • a**#ir Hiiftt I ml

Additional performances Include:
Brazilian dance, Korean Panpipe. Inch Folk Music and etc..
Menu selection:
• Caribbean Style Caesar Salad
• Red Beam willi Saffron Rice
• Fned Planleina wilh Scotch Bonnet &. Papaya Chulney
• Coconut Chicken wilh Grilled Pineapple & Cilantro Salsa
• Canbbean Vegetable Lasagne

mm^^i
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CROSSWORD

B rthda) [Sept 2 H You II get an attractive proposal this sou should you go
l the ride? It everything is proper, you probably should. You'll know in your
heart it Iff right
D*0] laHngl 10 i> the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
£gtoday Is .in H - Don't n?ject the
^^^_J n <'in net its ot someone who's cute
W but doesnl follow party line.
I his person hai something to
bsodi you .»nd you'd be wise to listen.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^p^i fodaj to I 5- I he pressure is
4|hL|lu''
'■ M" workload.
ffW I lii nexl few weeks could get
he* tn I he money is good,
I Ul best. You're liable
lo wind up wealthy.

Gemini (May 21-june 21)
today is .in 8 - Do you feel the
■. i'iri: to ,-ase? The
sun's transit through Libra is
v you, and for love,
td you cleaned up your
I elebnrteJ

M'

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
6 The sun's transit
ves the emphasis
■ Utd other domestten I he next four weeks
■■-•■■> I lie ideas should
.i in.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^ v Today is a 10 - You're hitting
B^Lstf ><l|ir stride and attracting atten^» tion Projects started now should
\ i n Utter than expected.
Vou'n >
f. so strut your stuff.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
•£0^4 rods
Yotj could do
I finai* ialrj over the next

J

All vou might
i Oil money for

youi future Real estate looks good, by
the way

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
Today is a 9 - Here comes the
energy transfusion. The Sun's
0Ofclg into your sign, and that
will give vou the advantage. Use
all that new power responsibly, for good
causes. You could make ,i bi^ dirtenTice.

£&

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
L J Today is a 6 - A growing sense
[ of obligation spurs you to work
tVfJI taster. Guilt is a great
motivator, but don't let it get
you all frazzled.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 - You'rv still lev!
g^9£ in£ pretty li'isly Ih.its tin,1.
(^P but you should bo (Wan tli.il
you'll be held accountable. The
exam is coming Tuesday and
Wednesday. Be prepared.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
~~
Today is a S V.nr *., h.'dul.' i~
Sa» packed pretty tighllv Dtfflcoll
l^^§ questions ate nerve-wracking.
too. But business is good. You'll
get past it.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
a^a Today is an 8 - You're not only
^P very intelligent now, but you're
i^\ also very lucky. New information leads to what you want
Keep looking and asking good qu<
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
^t^ Today is a 5 - Worried about how
i&^fetnuu'' m°ney vou spent 'Hits tor
^J home or (amilv. don't tret. An
investment in something you've
thought about lor a long time should
turn out to be for the best.
—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 Very, in music
6 Therefore
10 Skeleton piece
14 "Guys and "
15 Bring up
16 Pig or cast follower
17 Texas shrine
18 Cleave
19 Donate
20 Colorado scenic
attraction
22 Sports group
23 Pineapple firm
24 Actress Judd
26 Combined
30 Orchestral instruments
32 Profess
33 Superlative endings
35 Freeze over
39 Last Supper room
41 Dining-room linen
43 Swedish cash
44 Not kosher
46 Greek goddess of
discord
47 Edible red seaweed
49 Most recent
51 Repair shoes
54 Ride the wind
56 Earthenware jar
57 HOMES
63 Port of Yemen
64 Staffs
65 Italian fascist
Balbo
66 Swim alternative
67 La commedia dell'
68 Sub detector
69 Turner and
Williams
70 Scottish loch
71 Small, silvery fish
1
2
3
4
5
6

DOWN
Hebrew month
Go it alone
Bowl over
mater
Tristan's love
Actor Flynn

1

I

3

4

'

14
17
20

.

8

"

27

28

?■•

n mi

30~ 3'
35

33~ 34
40

41
44

47
51

52

57
64

86

87

69

70

81

62

:

49

'

54

46

38

46

45

53

37

'I

48

83

13

.
24

43

12

.
'

29

19

11

,.

21

|
28

1

7

*

58

59

1

80

"
.
"

SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE S PUZZLE:

7 Put back up
8 Band of hoods
9 Trying experience
10 National preserve
in Texas
11 Bay window
12 Exploding stars
13 Foe
21 Hofstadter's "_,
Escher, Bach"
25 Lapse in concentration
26 Ted or Connie
27 At any time
28 Nevada city
29 Shoals off
Newfoundland
31 Slave of the past
34 Solidifies
36 Irish homeland
37 Les Etats-_
38 Hey you!
40 Greater omentum
42 G-sharp
45 Holds a grudge
48 Admirer of Betty
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Grable?
50 George of
"Disraeli"
51 Freewheel
52 Nostalgic song
53 Mix together
55 Watering places
58 Spotted infrequently

E

59
60
61
62
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Particle
Welles character
Israeli carrier
Ilk

ffii? ?*•» Brea*re?%
On Friday, September 27
enjoy your free breakfast
at The Commons. South View,
and Stone Gate bus stops
from 8-9 a.m.

Now accepting reservations
for the 2003-2004 school yearl
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

432-0600
www.lbjlimited.com

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5:30 pm
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Chitdrw of the aOi
Nostalgic glance at pop culture defines
Generation X with music, fashion, movies
Story by contributing writer Jessica Woodward • Art and graphics by art director Nate Tharp
The nature versus nurture debate has
always raised the question as to
whether a person is a product of the
environment they grew up in. To
the college students of today, this
would mean being a product of big hair, loud
fashion and video games. After all, this generation is made up of the children of the '80s.

receive airplay not on mainstream radio, but
rather on small college radio stations. As the new
wave trend crashed and burned, it was the underground musicians who emerged to change music
for future generations. They are, the ones who led
up to grunge music in the early '90s and the alternative music that is on the charts today.

The music

Of course, one of the biggest events in music
during the '80s actually happened on television.
According to www.mtv.com. in 1982, MTV appeared
on the scene, bringing a visual aspect to the realm
of music. Now fans had an endless supply of new
fashions to follow. Music videos set the scene (or
styling a variety of trends and hairstyles such as the
"do" from the band A Flock of Seagulls.

One of the greatest legacies the '80s left behind
was the music. Generation X was able to rock out
to music recorded on cassettes, making it a convenient portable pastime. Hence, the trend of carrying around boom boxes to freestyle while
friends "break danced" on street corners.
New wave was the first biK trend in music to
come out of the '80s. Relying heavily on synthesizers, bands like the Eurythmics, Spandau Ballet,
Duran Duran and Depeche Mode produced
songs that filled the '80s pop charts.
Another big trend was the '80s hair metal.
Bon (ovi and Guns N' Roses brought
glam rock to the forefront, leather pants,
whammy bars and all.
"Early '80s punk bands such as The Ramones
and The Clash set the tone for the indie-punk
hinds of today," junior Beverly Kitchens said.
"There is a similar driving force between The
Strokes and The Ramones depicting the fastP*ed citv life of New York."
As with any generation, some people rebelled
■"gainst the popular music of the day by making
their own kinds of music. Post-TOs punk moved
undergniund and started gaining a new following Bands like Minor Threat and R.E.M. began to

The fashion

-66

standards. Jordache jeans were the brand to have,
and a girl just wasn't cool without a large collection of thick belts, headbands and oversized earrings. Everyone had at least one pair of leg warmrrs, little girls lived for their jelly shoes, and
everything had shoulder pads.
Guys looked up to fashion icons like entertainer Michael (ackson and actor Matthew
Broderick. Suspenders and rolled sleeves could
get any guy the girl. Parachute pants and
Members Only jackets were "gnarly." A rhinestone glove was the pinnacle of fashion
For both sexes, it was all the rave to wear
neon and jean jackets. Women were styling
pantsuits and men wore eyeliner. Sophomore
Leigh Bond said, "Only in the '80s could you
get away with wearing the same bicycle shorts
and slap bracelet as a guy"

The movies

Only in the '80s could you get away
with wearing the same bicycle shorts
and slap bracelet as a guy.
— Leigh Bond

99 —

tPfhCMI

For girls, the epitome of fashion laid somewhere in a mix of singers Pat Benatar. M.nionn.i,
Cyndi Lauper and actress Molly Ringwald.
Stirnip pants, oversized off-the-shoulder sweatshirts and layered-scrunched-wxrks wen- tlu*

Another piece of paraphernalia left behind by
the '80s was its movies, many of which still enjoy
a cult following. "The Karate Kid" immortalized
tlie phrase "wax on, wax off," and "Ghostbusters"
fueled the imaginations in every elementary
school classroom.
The movies that are probably most often
associated with the '80s are those by
writer/director/producer John Hughes. The
Kevin Smith of his day, Hughes' movies included "The Breakfast Club," "Pretty in Pink,"
"Ferris Bucller's Day Off" and "Sixteen
Candles." According to Web site uww.optimusf\lm$20mxoml directors, his movies had a coming-of-age teenage theme that attracted many
viewers who related to his youthful characters.

(

Hughes also had a hand in a majority of every
other memorable movies from the decade including,
"Weird Science," "Planes, Trains and Automobiles"
and the "National Lampoon" movies.
Freshman Reid Artaway said, "The 'National
Lampoon' movies were hilarious. I would laugh
at them even though 1 didn't get half of the jokes."
One movie that every child of the '80s seems to
remember is 'The Goonies. " Sophomore Paul
Riley said, '"The Goonies,' for some reason or
another made me want to get out of the house and
find my own treasure."

The TV programs
Television included a few shows that prove to
still be memorable today. Generation X spent their
time watching shows like "Eight is Enough,"
"Cagney and Lacey" and "Dynasty." Today's college students would have spent most of the
decade as pre-adolescents actively watching cartoons and children's programming.
"1 was such a cartoon addict. Now 1 see everything as one big spin-off. I see the Power Rangers'
and I think 'Voltron'," Bond said.
Nickelodeon was turned on in most adolescent households for hours on end, where the
"Elephant Show" managed to permanently
engrain the "Skitamarinky" song into the minds
of thousands of kids. And what child of the '80s
cannot at least hum the songs from "Smurfs" and
the "Gummy Bears?" It always was satisfying to
watch the "Autobots" defeat the "Decepticons"
and to do the double clap along with the
Tragglerock'' theme.
«r STROLL, page 16
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Stroll down memory lane: Remembering the '80s pop culture
from 1
lot .<\ children wanted their
own sprite |»st like "K.nnbow
STROLL,
A

Bribe" end had the ultimata
dream oi having .1 playhouec
just like Pee-Wee Herman. "Jem
and the I lologr.ims" inspired an
entire ■entmtton >>t female! k)
w.ini to now up. dya their hah"
pink and be ma punk nvk band.

-64
/ was the only girl in
my neighborhood, so
'Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles' was the TV
show of choice.
— Lindsay Perry
sophomore

55
Sophomore I indsay Perry
Mid, I was the only girl in my
neighborhood, so 'Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles' was the
TV show of choice. We
watched it religiously; it was
like a cult. I identified with

\ptit. b«-in£ the only girl in a
Kioup of obnoxious plXU
obsessed boys."
I ike Ninja Turtles, most
shows had their own series
Of video games, action figures
and
other
toys.
Dispersed throughout those
half-hour long cartoons were

You might be a product of the '80s if:
f"c You owned a Trapper Keeper.
•? You practiced getting in and out of your car through the windows.

even morcadi fot "<- 1 |oe,"
"Hot Wheels" and "My Little
Ponies " Every kid wondered how the guy on the
Micromachines commercials
could talk so fast. There were
the "Cabbage Patch Kids"
and their dirty counterparts,
the "Garbage Pail Kids."
As consuming as the
fashions, music and movies
were, the '80s have moved
on to being a collection of
memories in the minds of
those who lived through
them. It's important to have
fun with the trends of today
because
tomorrow
they
could be completely different. Ferris Bueller said in the
movie "Ferris Bueller's Day
Off," "Life moves pretty
fast If you don't stop and
look around once in a while,
you could miss it."

Your first Walkman weighed 10 pounds and was the size of a hrick.
(s There was nothing to question about Bert and Krnie living together.
(jjSix words: "This is your brain on drugs."
r^You know whose number is 867-5309.
fcYour hair defied gravity and you still own a crimper.
("<You drank Diet Coke because you were told to by Max Headroom.
(3You

once wore a

T-shirt ring or scrunchi on one side of your puffy-painted shirt.

(j>You wanted to be the Hulk for Halloween.

Manpower offers ...
>""\..

Luck, has nothing to do with it

occasional, part-time
and full-time positions In a variety of work
environments from construction
to production and office to technical.
All workers with good attitudes encouraged to apply!
To register stop by our office at
2061-A Evelyn Byrd Ave,
Behind the Valley Mall
at 9am or 2pm Monday thru Friday
be sure to arrive early sessions fill quickly!

540-442-7625
Be sure to bring two forms of ID

MANPOWER
If* find rt« best in nvmyont and put it to workl
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Tfi/s week at JVlainstreet, "Cive on Stage"

Tuesday
lent. 24th

Beanstalk
Library"
with guest,

& "Faded Stories" $5 00 cover
SENSATIONAL DANCE COVER BAND
SEEN ON UH1

with
guest,

Wednesday
September 25

Gil Sanon'7 "Givestreet

"UUU"

Music of Ghana
Masterclass
Nil Tettey Tetteh and the Kusun Ensemble

1:25—2:1 S p.m.
School of Music
Room 108

Contact potion
Chuck Oout
dol»it|0|fTHj «dj SSI 41 tO

Unit 5
Tht Kmnn l-.ntimblt ii a mutual find »/ ixaniuli {lull

Ladies, don't miss this show!
■>(HIii*.it ni by;

THE TRIBUTE THAT STANDS ABOVE
ALL OTHERS

All school of Minic
Office of Inirmationil 1'mgrmmil
Ontrr fot Muliuuliunt Ink

playing and an uliclii mix t>/ pmmshn imlnmrnli, tinging
and dancing ,n Ihr Narthnn Ghana Iradilicn

nation*) Student Service*

Highlights: In iddition to the nunsrclut. the Kuiun Ensemble will also

zoso"

be performing WednestM, night in Wilson H.II. 7:30 pm Free and open
to the public. A Wellness Passport Event

The ULTIMATE Led Zepplin Experience
with guest,
International Week

"Five Spoke" & "Static Union"
Advance tickets advised at Mainstreet &
Plan 9 Music in Harrisonburg

432 9963

nil Shows 18 &up
UL-WWU
Ma|nstreet ii Perfectly
visit us ■■ our wsbsite
located at 153 South Mainstreet
iRnww.inalnsireetrocks.com
in Downtown Harrisonburg

it MIIOI muiofl .ibuut tins .mil othei dKcin.ition.il Week events,
please visit www.|iiiu cdu/intcuutlonjl/iweelt2002
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"I know that sex sells, but the market demographic seems uncomfortably young."

What's hoi and what's not: a review to
tantalize and taunt your taste buds.

BECCA WORTHINGTON

Sex in the Suburbs

Sst story paf* 20

Se« ftofy below

Internutiomil Wiik Kvcnts

IM

Pall Slud) Vbroad Pail
Ballroom, 11 a.m to * p m.
Iniernational Klag Parade
J\li commons & Quad
11:30 a.m lo 12 W p.m

Through Their Eyes

NATHTHARPtotdmrwr

Diverse cultures cultivate JMU
BY TRICIA FRENVILLE

sniff writer
Students looking to get
away to somewhere exotic
this week should reevaluate
their decision. Instead of running off to Figi or Australia,
stay hen1 because a committee
comprised of 10 representatives from various organizations on campus is bringing
the world to |MU, in its tilth
annual International Week.
International Week is an
"opportunity for students,
faculty and staff to get a taste
of the world." said Cheryl
Tobler. assistant director of
the Office of International
Programs. Tobler is co-chair
of the committee that organized international Wi-.-k
along with Felix Wang, associate director of international
programs for the Center for
Multicultural/International
Student Services.
"The main goal is definitely
awareness," Wang said.
International
Week is
dcilgMd to not only make
students aware of the diverse
cultures around the world
and in the community, but
also to become aware and
experience those cultures.
Tobler
said
"Seeing
Yourself Through the Eyes of
Another" is the theme and is
especially important following the one-year anniversary
of
Sept.
11,
2001.
International Week encourages students to take a look
at their culture and how oth-

ers see them, he said.
The International Week
committee wanted to make
the events more available lo
the JMU and Harrisonburg
communities. The movies
and performances during the
week would not usually be
found in Harrisonburg and
would require a trip to
another city.
The international movies
being shown at GraftonStovall Theatre this week arc
not offered in Harrisonburg's
Regal Cinemas. According to
Wang, "No Man's Land" is a
very accurate portrayal of
the conflicts occurring in
Bosnia-Herzegovina.
"Monsoon Wedding" is ,m
Indian film depicting the four
to five day celebrations surrounding a wedding. "Y Tu
Mama
Tambien"
and
"Amelie" are two other
movies playing this week.
The
committee
also
brought in the Irish Ceili
Dance, performed by the Blue
Ridge Irish Music School,
who will demonstrate the
Irish set dancing steps and
give audience members a
chance to try it out.
According to Wang and
Tobler, the committee was
very fortunate to book another
performance
for
Wednesday night. Nii Tettey
Tetteh
and
the
Kusun
Ensemble will demonstrate
the sounds of Northern Ghana
music. The group was already
in Virginia for a music festival

in Floyde and agreed to perform at International Week.
Middle Hast expert Judith
Kipper will speak in GraftonStovall Tuesday evening.
Kipper is a correspondent for
ABC and works overseas. Her
topic, "Insights into the
Politics of the World, is
meant to introduce students
to the political cultures across
the world, Wang said.
"America Through Our
I Ms is a program Thursday
that will tie in the theme of
International Week. A panel of
international students "will
share their perspectives of the
(United States)," according to
the
International
Week
bnxhure. This is an opportunity
tor the audience to share their
impressions and comments.
The event that officially
ends International Week on
campus is the International
Extravaganza. Those who buy
tickets will experience South
American and Caribbean cuisine and performances including Korean instrumentals,
Indian, Greek and Brazilian
dances and a martial arts
demonstration. The main
event
at
International
Extravaganza is the reggae
band Soldiers of Jah Army. For
students, tickets are either $5
or a punch plus $1. Tickets are
S10 for non-students.
It took a campus-wide and
community effort to pull
International Week off, according to Tobler and Wang.
Students, faculty and staff have

volunteered time, services or
prizes for the week. The committee "got a lot of support
from the academic side," Wang
said. Many of the academic
departments pmvided prizes
for the events and some professors allowed their classes to
becOOM involved.
Tobler said most communities are in need of sonickind of international celebration and International Week
will showcase a lot of interest
and diversity.
Wang wants people to
"come out and join in. It's a
good experience," he said.
Sophomore Ashley Ferren
said, "I'm really excited about
this year and i think a lot of
people should be." Ferren is
the multicultural coordinator
for Bell Hall. "It's good that
people realize the diversity that
JMU does have."
Sophomore Uma Murjani
said, "It's (International Week) a
good way to start off the year. It
allows people to open themselves up to the differences and
similarities [between people]."
International Week began
last Saturday and continues
through Sept. 28, ending
with
the
community's
International Festival in
Hillandale Park.
Tickets for the events can
be purchased at the Office of
International Programs or by
calling CMISS at x86636. For
more information, check out
www.jmu.fdu/international/iw
eek2002.

Blue Ridge Irish MUSK S* hoot
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lii«h ('cih Dance
PC Ballroom. 7 p m

Open House

Judith Kipper
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International Bazaar
common?) St Warren Palio
10 a.m. lo -I p.m.
\n fcltc) rcltch and the Kusun
Ensemble
Wilson Hall. ' M)p.ni
I I'll Movie "No Man's I and"
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I IHIIMI.O
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faylor Hall, Km 400. 6 to 7 p.m
I I'M \|o\ic '^ lu Mama ramhicn"
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I 1 HI.CS
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( oik",- < nntei < irand Ballroom
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ss i,ii students. $11) fin non-students
l I'll Movie \mclic"'
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1 p.m ,v •> HI p.m
$2 with JAC curd
Salurda)
International I csltviil
Hillside I'.uk. I.' io i, |- in
I I'M Movie "Monsoon Weddine"
(.i 111 n Sin. all theatre

Everybody Folka!
Promenading students filled
Godwin Hall auditorium, as they showcased their folk dancing talents at the
International Folk Dance Evening Friday
While the majority of the people who
attended were students in ballroom or folk
dancing classes, International Folk Dance
Evening was open to everyone.
Students enrolled in the folk dance class
taught the ballroom dance students folk
dance techniques.
According to freshman Camm Girvin,
the class has been preparing for
International Folk Dance Evening for the
Ct two weeks, learning the dances and
ion them to others
Dance instructor Katie Thomas hopes
that the evening gave students a chance to
display dance skills learned in class to meet
students in other classes and "to learn
about other cultures in a way they may
have never considered before.'
The Folk and Ballroom Dance Club
hosted this event and will be hosting at
least one more this semester. They usually
have two to three events per semester, the
first concentrating on folk dancing and the
last on ballroom dancing

it? the sutwbs
SARAH STANn7/»rar*m rdiio

Sexual urges in
our little people
BY

B

.CCA WORTHINGTON

staff writer
It used to be "wait until
you're married to have in
then it was "wait until you're
in love." Now it seems to be
wait until middle school "
The average age for an
American to lose their virginity is 15.8 (wwwMvdmtJrg),
which is one to two M-.HS
younger than the average in

most European countrla. That

means for even IK vrar-nld
American who divides that lie
or she is ready, a 13-year-old
also is making th.it division
Where did this come from?
Why is sex already an issue for
pre-pubescent little people?
Maybe it began with Britney
Spears She did set ,i pnvedence
for the 12-year-olds ol the
nation that skin is in and
nobcxlv is too young to tivl sexy.

But Bntncy or not. Arm-man
kuls should not look and act the
vvav thev do Twelve-year-olds
are doing things with their bodla) that I didn't figure out him
to do until I was 20.
Ten-year-olds should be
playing with Barbies, not
becoming bulimic in elemen
tary school bathnxims. "Tin- .it;.of the onset of puberty is getting
i-arher for girls [everywhen'l.
according to ABC News, "with
the average age of either breasts
or pubu h.iir FjhowtM up .is *i 7
years for Caucasians and 8 1
years tor African-Americans
\l\llp://alxnews.go.com). Girls are
getting their peruxls as young
as age eight. America is the land
ot I olitas.
I know that sex sells, but the
market demographic seems
uncomfortably young. Kfiddlastt SOCIETY'S, pagt IS

— oimpllal by JANE SEOEDlM*x«rth</
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Society's
youngsters
between
the sheets
SOCIETY'S t>,n,Kls, \7
schoolers are wearing |MM th.it
look like they've been shrinkwrapped
to
their
butts.
Abercrombie and Fitch has
started selling thongs lor
youngsters with stuff like
"Flirty" and "Foxy" written on
them I'retry soon Gap Kids will
be selling \ ibrators and school
nurses will start £i\ in^ out condoms to the kindergarteners.
Society is in a slut craze. As junior Mollie Helton said, "I've
stopped finding it adorable
when my five-year-old Cpurtn
v\ cars belly shirts and pants that
show her butt«r.u k "
Look at talk shows. It's all so
disturbing. A few months ago
there was a follow-up episode of
Maury Povich where a 13-yearold girl felt that she was ready to
have a child, so she had been
poking holes in her boyfriend's
condoms. They had done a
pregnancy test at the beginning
of the show, and Maury spent
the show giving her facts, data
and information about pregnancy. By the end of the show she
was crying and he asked if she
still thought she was ready to
ha\c a child. She said no. He
asked it she wanted to know the
lest results. She said yes. They
were negative. Thee days later,
she did another pregnancy test
at home and it was positive.
Thirteen years old with a babyBut, maybe — hear me out
— this is not a recent change in
society. Maybe we can't blame it
on Britney Perhaps it has been
like that for years and 1 just now
have noticed. After all, Maury is
not the only one who has done
talk shows on that topic.
I went back to visit high
school only a year after I graduated, and I was appalled at what
I saw: makeup, glitter, manicured nails, belly shirts, hiphuggers, butt cracks. There was
exposed skin all over the place.
Buckets and buckets of perfume
and cologne knocked me over at
every turn. Fourteen-year-olds
were tonguing each other's
faces and clutching genit.ils over
jMna In the mkkui of the hall
before homeroom.
A few teachers were trying
to break it up, but most were
just standing with glazed eyes,
ignoring. | wanted to grab all of
the kids and shake them. I
wanted to shout in their faces,
"Don't you know how young
you are?Stop that!" But then, all
of a sudden, I realized that the
teachers
weren't
reacting
because they were desensitized
to it. This was not something
new. Maybe they had been seeing this for decades.
These were the same teachers who had been glassy-eyed
when I was there I, too, had felt
old when I was young
Looking back, I can't believe
I w.is doing what I was doing
when I was doing it. I can't
believe any of us were.
In retrospect, 1 know very
few people who actually have
been ready to do what they
were doing when they did it.
And I don't mean just sex. I
mean everything. I look at my
little sister and I hate to think of
her reenacting my actions
when I was her age. This summer, in an attempt to save her, I
tried to make her promise that
she would iwver, ever, ever let
a boy touch her
She's 1**. I must be crazy.
It seems ridiculous that
youngsters are participating in
sexual .iitivitics, but I was also
once at that dwaded age in the
early teens, discovering that I
was a sexual being One minute
everyone around you is just
another little kid with cooties
and then all ot ,i sudden the
world is divided into boys and
girls. And thev nt itks each other.
I recognize that it's fun to feel
attractive. It's nice to be noticed,
to feel special, desirable even.
But did it really happen so early
before? It feels like things are
getting out of hand
Then again, maybe it always
has been out of hand. I just
don't understand it either way.
Should we let this generation of
kids discover their sexuality for
themselves like We did, even if
they
seem
uncomfortably
young? Or should we put our
feet down and make the girls
wear normal clothes and do
normal things? I hen again,
what's normal? Should the
average age to k*c your virginity really be 15? Hem youngs*
too young? And what, if anything, can we do about it'
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Reexamining '... our Youth' through Theatre II
BmixtfcT HANNON
contributing writer

BY

Students sitting in the audience of Theatre II this coming
M <vk may relate to some of the
. ham ters in the new play, I Nl
is our Youth." Director senior
Trinity Baker hopes "This is our
Youth" causes students to nv»
amino their lives
The pity is a comJnfl of .<£<
story that depicts two days in
the lives of three college-aged
adults from wealthy families
who face genuine and s.-ltcmtad tragedies.
Newly released from their
p.ncnts' can*, they struggle to
Hnd I place in a world that is no
longer smoothed of rough edges
and problems After a friend's
death, the trio slowly sees their
lives as shallow and lacking

meaning. They work together to
overcome drug abuse and failed
relationships as they try to chart
a route to self-sufficiency.
The characters lives are
examined and intertwined in
this two-act, two-hour show
that takes place in the spring ot
1982. Dennis, 21, played bj
junior Gavin Wade, never h.is
faced any real hardship or
tragedy in his life and is now
trying to make it on his own for
the first lime. His messy, oneroom apartment in New York
City is far from the affluence to
which
he's
accustomed.
Warren, 19, played by senior
lohn Birkhofer, is a confused
kid from a broken home. He
struggles with his friendship
with Warren, while pursuing
his love interest, Jessica, played

bv sophomore Johanna Loyde.
"It all takes place in Dennis'
one-room 16 x 16 square foot
apartment," Wade said. "It's as
ugly as it can be."
However, the sloppy scene
only adds to the drama of a rich
kkl struggling with life's everyday traumas. Wade said students
will enjoy watching the pl.iv
because there is constant action.
"There's never nothing happening," Wade said. "It's everyday things with little twists — a
roller coaster of emotions you
can really feel."
The actors of "Youth" say
they hope students will relate to
the language used and relationships formed between the characters. Birkhofer said the play's
author, Kenneth Lonergan,
understands the way men talk.

"Guys' way of showing that
they're friends is by joking and
poking fun at each other,"
Birkhofer said.
Loyde said, "The relationship between Warren and
Dennis is really beautiful. I love
watching it."
Baker knows best the number of hours that have been put
into this production The auditions and casting were set back
in April for "Youth." Baker said
she did this so that the students
would have the summer to
memorize lines and work on
character analysis.
"When you have a small
cast, you have a lot of responsibility," Loyde said.
Wade said. "It's lots of
overtime, but it's something
you can enjoy doing because

it's your production. From the .
show to the lighting, adverts-*
ing and stage production, it'sT
all student run."
Baker said she felt drawn
to this play because she^
thought the lives of the char-'
acters were almost prototypi-"
cal to the lives many students*
at JMU lead today.
"We are a generation thaH
doesn't have conflict of war of3
battles so we make up our owni
tragedies," Baker said. "ICJ
reminded me a lot of JMU. A lot J
of us have our parents' money.'!
to bail us out and we can be irre- ■
sponsible and not grow up."
'This is our Youth" operas;
Wednesday night at Theatre I£
and will run through Saturdayat 8 p.m., with a midnight show-,
ing Friday night. The cost is $2. ^]

Monday, September 23
•Fall Study Abroad Fair
PC Ballroom
1 lam-3pm
Find out how to study abroad anywhere in the world, as well as how to intern, travel, work and volunteer abroad! Free food,
gifts, and prizes.
A Wellness Passport Event

•International Flag Parade
JMU Campus & the Commons

11:30am- 1 2:30pm

Parade participants represent Mil's diverse national and international community. The route begins and ends on the
Commons. All welcome to join.

'Blue Ridge Irish Music School
The Commons
12-1pm
Rain Location: The Festival, College Center
Come experience the amazing sights and sounds of the Blue Ridge Irish Music School, some of the finest young performers of
Irish music and dance in the world today.

•Irish Ceili Dance!
PC Ballroom

7:00pm

Don't miss this chance of a lifetime! Learn Irish set dancing steps and try them out with live ceili music! Instructors and
performers are part of the Blue Ridge Irish Music School.
A Wellness Passport Event

Tuesday, September 24
•JMU Folk Dance Ensemble
The Commons
12- 1pm
Come watch and join JMU's own Folk Dance Ensemble!

•Madison International Program Open House
Ashby Hall
4-6pm
Come and visit JMU's unique international residence hall.

•"Insights into World Politics" with speaker Judith Kipper
Grafton-Stovall
7pm
A dynamic speaker and expert on the Middle East and Arab-Israeli relations, Judith Kipper is the coordinator of the MiddleEast Program and a consultant on international affairs for ABC News.
A Wellness Passport Event

Wednesday, September 25
•International Bazaar
The Commons & Warren Patio
Rain Location: Taylor 202

10am-4pm

Come stroll through vendors' stalls of crafts from around the world. Bring your wallet!

•Nii Tettey Tetter, and the Kusun Ensemble
Wilson Hall
/:JUpr
7:30pm
A musical feast of exquis
isite flute playi
playing and an eclectic mix of percussion instruments, singing and dancing in the Northern
Ghana tradition.
A Wellness Passport Event

»UPB Movie "No Man's Land"
Grafton-Stovall Theater, $2 with JAC card
7pm & 9:30pm
By Bosnia & Herzegovinia director Danis Tanovic, "No Man's Land" is the 2002 Academy Award winner for best Foreign
Language Film.
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Presents A Special Advance Screening

International Bazaar
Wednesday, September 25
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
The Commons

Be the first
to see it!
WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER 2,2002

R
VKXiNCf, GRStY IMAGES, LANGUAGE.
SOME NUDITY AND SiXUAHTV
For nlno. rmom. go to wwlaiwOnni
M«rtn.l K.I.... DM.:
Octo*** 4. 20OZ

Come stroll through vendors' stalls of
crafts from around the world.
Bring your wallet!
(R«in Location: Taylor 202)

ror more information or questions can >t>B-t>iis
or visit the international week website:
www.jmu.edu/international/iweek02

James Madison University • Grafton-Stovall Theater
Doors open at 9:30pm • Show starts at 10:00pm
Students may pick up passes in
Taylor Hall, Room 203, beginning
Monday, September 30th
First 100 students to arrive with a pack of Big
Red gum will receive a Def Jams "3rd Storee"
CD, plus other cool stuff.
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Campus dining keeps hungry students satisfied
BY GARRET HILLER

staff writer

This is the first in a series of
articles reviewing the on-campus dining facilities at ]MU.
It is difficult to dispute
tlmt food is one of the greater
pleasures in life. With the
many on-campus options
students have to indulge
their palettes in. it's time that
a comprehensive guide was
made to help those in serious
dilemma of where best to eat
whenever a particular craving demands satisfaction
What follows is an honest
review of the good, the bad
and the real ugly of on-campus dining.

D-Hall
Of course, D-Hall is an
obvious place to start off this
guide, as it is arguably the
most popular on-campus
place to get your grub on.
Since JMU's hallowed
cafeteria underwent a major
renovation last year, students
have adjusted to the changes.
"I must say, I was really
upset when I first found out
they were changing D-Hall
because it's sort of an insitution around here, but now I

like
it,"
senior
Maria
Monsalve said.
Usually bustling with
activity and the occasional
amusing sight, D-Hall simply is ideal for people watching. This is where the collective masses go to feed from
the trough — but what a
trough it is!
What's great about D-hall
is the variety of food choices
presented before you. There
are five main stations to grab
items from: Madison Sizzles,
Cafe Roma, Accents, D-Hall
Deli and Sweets. In addition,
there is a well-stocked selfserve salad bar.

-66
I go to D-Hall so I
don't have to cook
dinner. It's just where
everyone goes.
— Kristen Short
senior

59

My venture through DHall took place one recent
Saturday, just as it opened
late in the afternoon. Along
with my dining partner, junior J.J. Garofalo, we had
worked
up
sufficient
appetites and were ready to
sample the best the place had
to offer.
From the Madison Sizzles
station we collected wing
dings, beef strips, cous cous,
baked potatoes, baked beans
and corn-on-the-cob.
We found the wing dings
to be crispy and tasty, albeit
slightly greasy. The beef strips
were rather tough to chew
and not at all juicy or tender.
They also were cold, making
them even less enjoyable.
The cous cous seemed
acceptable but stuck together
in large clumps, although the
baked potatoes were just
about as perfect as you can
get. The baked beans were
tasty but cold. The corn cobs
were ripe and warm.
From Caf£ Roma, we tried
the pasta, pizza and sliced
bread rolls. The pasta noodles were cold and in general, unexceptional. However,

the tomato sauce was more
memorable as it was warm
and somewhat thick.
Unfortunately, the pizza
was nothing special ana was
served cold as well. Lastly, it
seems the bread rolls had
been lying around somewhere too long, as biting
down on a piece proved nearly teeth-shattering.
D-Hall Deli wasn't at all
disappointing because the
sandwiches we assembled
were made up of fresh deli
meat and vegetables. The
only thing Garofalo thought
would be an improvement is
if the bread on his sandwich
had been toasted.
For dessert we had frozen
yogurt and pound cake, both
as scrumptious as can be.
The yogurt on top of the
cake also proved to be a
KMilNA KAMI 1Aimmhulmg photographer
delightful mix.
Many students spoke Freshman Berkley Myers catches up wrth some friends at Dhighly of D-Hall's appeal. "I Hall, the place where students Indulge In all-you-can-eat buffets.
go to D-Hall so I don't have GOLD. Meal Plan punches
to cook dinner. It's just where are accepted at all times.
—£ £
everyone
goes,"
senior
Kristin Short said. Short, who
what youm find here is [Chick-fd-A is the] best
is a vegan, also thought DHall did a commendable job
of providing vegetarian alter- decent amount of variation!
m({ nutrition frl/fl is
natives suitable for her diet.
Junior Matthew Cox con"The great thing about I >- tested, "(Chick-fil-A is the] always available. I like
Hall is the diversity of the best decision ever for JMU. I
food and the atmosphere is like their morals as they're not their morals as they're
more social now," senior open on Sundays and nutrinot open on Sundays
Jason Bartos said.
tion info is always available."
The dining experience was
The regular chicken sandwich
and
a mixed one. A good deal of the always has the crispy fried skin
food items were generic and a intact while its healthier skinless
— Matthew Cox
turnoff when prepared cold. As counterpart, the chargrilled chickjunior
Garofalo summed up, "the en sandwich (at 2 grams saturated
food's good, but the temper- fat and 29 grams carbohydrates
ature isn't."
compared to the original's 3.5 food chains. Chick-fil-A defiPraise should go to the grams of fat and 38 carbs), pro- nitely is recommended for its
freshness of the vegetables vides taste without the guilt.
limited but fine food selecand deli meat at stations like
The fun-sized chick-n- tion, and its fast and friendly
D-Hall Deli and the salad strips and nuggets are ideal service. Just remember, like
bar, as well as the vast for dipping in such appetiz- all other Chick-fil-A's around
amount of food students can ing sauces as Polynesian, the nation, doors are closed
choose from. Most fun of all, barbecue and honey. The to business on Sundays.
it's
all-you-can-eat,
so chargrilled chicken garden
Chick-fil-A's operating
indulge yourselves, but try salad and chick-n-strips hours are Monday through
not to be wasteful.
salad are both recommended Friday: 7:30 a.m. to 10 a.m.,
D-Hall's operating hours if you like mixing a lot of 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Cash, FLEX,
are Monday through Friday: green with your white meat.
Dining Dollars and Dining
7:30 to 10 a.m., 11 a.m. to 2
The waffle fries are satis- Dollars GOLD are accepted.
p.m. and 5 to 8 p.m. and fying and a nice change of
Next week's review: the
accepts cash, FLEX, Dining pace from the more common Festival food court and Mrs.
Dollars and Dining Dollars French fries of other fast- Greens salad bar.
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^f£tt* decision made for JMU
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RfcGINA RAHILLA ■"Unbuime photographer

Junior Rob Young grabs lunch at Chick-fil-A, which Is a great choice for students to eat In or
take on the go. It Is the hot spot on campus for students to get their fast-food fix.

Can you make a
difference in this world?
Yes you can.
PEACE CORPS. Promoting
peace and friendship for
over 40 years.
Right now, more than 7,000 Peace Corps Volunteers are working
as English teachers, health educators, business advisors and more.
They are engaged in cross-cultural exchanges that reach well
beyond everyday work - bringing the diverse face of America to
the developing world - and then sharing the world back home.
Attend an info session about the toughest job you'll ever love.
INFORMATION SESSION
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
7-9p.m.
Sonner Hall, JMU
Questions? Contact recruiter Jennifer DiBella at jdibellaOpeacecorps gov or
100)424-8580
i/isit our web site for other JMU events www peacecorps gov.

sept.[24 1
Tennis 10 1
6:00 - 8:00 p m
wellness passport
sept.|27]
C PR- PR
1:00 am - 4:00 pm
regi ster by sep. 2 6
wellness passport

sept.|2 5 )
Blood Pressure Screening
5:00 - 7:00 pm

sept.|28]
Try Climbing
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
register by sep. 2 3
cost: $2 5.00

sept.129]
Mountain Biking
9:00 am - 5:00 pm
registe r by sep. 23
c os t :$2 5 .00
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Bang up comedy offers cliche flick
'The Banger Sisters' provide comic relief, lack dramatic characters
BY ASHLEY MCCI.EIJ.AND

contributing writer
Who would have thought
our mothers had a life before
us? Don't think about that one
too hard. If the thought MUM
you, then don't go sec "The
Banger Sisters," a new comedy
-l.i i ring Goldie Hawn ('Town
and Country") and Susan
Sarandon ("Stepmom").
As sexy as ever, these two
witty actresses light up the
screen as middle-aged wouu-n
trying to recapture their past.
While
Hawn's
character,
Suzette. still lives in the past as a
Crumiscuous and spontaneous
irtender, her best friend Vinnie
(Sarandon) transformed herself
into an uptight lawyer's wife
and mother of two.
Suzetle, after just getting
fired from her job, decides to
"ni'l from Hollywood to
Phoenix to beg Vinnie for
money. On the trip there she
happens
upon an
anal
scriptwriter
returning
to

Phoenix in order to come to
terms with his past. Harry
(Geoffrey
Rush),
the
scriptwriter, offers the most
comedic role in the movie.

"THE BANGER SISTERS"
STARRING:
GOLDIE HAWN, SUSAN
SARANDON
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:
94 MINUTES

When Suzette finds Vinnie
she realizes that she no longer
is the groupie she used to be.
Shocked and upset, Vinnie
panics about seeing Suzette,
symbolizing a flashback from
her past that she had pushed
out of her mind forever.
Although the two do not get
along at first, they grow closer
by reliving their past.

This movie, written and
directed by Bob Dolman ("Far
and Away"), served as a great
source of comic relief, but did
not cut it as the drama it tried to
fake at the end. Although both
Hawn and Sarandon played
dramatic characters in the past,
they flopped in this one
However, Hawn played a convincing, young-at-heart Suzette.
She fit the character perfectly,
was easy to laugh at and enjoyable to watch.
Sarandon's character offered
more of a stretch of the imagination. One found it easy to see
her as the socialite mother, but
when she switched back to her
old groupie life she appeared
only to be a mom trying to live
like her daughters.
Sarandon's
biological
daughter, Eva Amurri, played
along side her in "The Banger
Sisters" as her on-screen daughter. Her performance as a snobby, whiny teenager left the audience in occasional laughs, but
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usually slightly annoyed.
Erika Christensen ("Traffic")
played Vinnie's other daughter,
the perfect student who also
enjoys drugs and sex, much to
her mother's horror. Both
daughters played convincing
snobs and left the audience hating both for most of the movie.
While the plot proved to
be predictable, the movie was
funny and enjoyable. It
offered a rather cliche theme
— don't live in the past, but
don't forget it either. "The
Banger Sisters" might be one
to rent with the parents.

REVIEW

Cosmo's served best shaken, not stirred
BY ASHLEY LUSK

contributing writer
In the September ISMIC o!
Cosmopolitan, the reader was
supposed to learn about
"The #1 Thing He Craves In
Bed" and if "You are Meant
for Each Other," typical features found in the famous
women's "Bible."
However, what one found
instead, is a load of useless pictures. Before you even get to
anything of substance you flip
though a dozen pages ot
advertising, followed by the
table of contents and finally on
page 54, the editorial.
Now, I'll give Cosmo some
credit,a few of the articles really
drew me in, but honestly, all the
pictures of the half naked boytuyi mads me want to vomit.
After all, if I feel like picking up a
VUiy^irl, I can do so legally now.

Cosmo does tout some regular, or non-sex related, articles that might give you a
good read: "Beauty Q&A," for
those nasty little image problems, "Cosmo Fashion," for
the girl on a shoestring budget (of course Cosmo's idea of a
budget is a little more generous (han say, a JMU student)
and what would a women's
magazine be with out a "Sex
Life" section to get you ready
for that big night?
There are even those true
story sections: "I'm in Love
With My First Cousin," that
just leave you wanting to give
the poor person it happened to
a hug. Cosmo redeems this sad
expose with its focus on
women's health issues, like
"How to Take Control of a
Breast Lump" and how to
pump up your office woes in

"Cosmo Careers." And I'll even
admit that I enjoyed the "Guy
Confessions" section of the
magazine, where men "admit
to their dirtiest deeds."
The most relatable article by
far was "College Guide: Score a
Slammin' Social Ufe," which
gave pointers for some conversation starters that were pretty
true to life, ("Bitch about your
professor's insane assignments. Misery loves company.") and many funny female
pickup lines (For the Brooding
actor: "Would you help me
practice my stage kiss for my
theatre class?").
Don't get me wrong, Cosmo
is a great magazine. Depending
on what reading mood you're
in, it provides a fun change
from class reading assignments.
However, its target audience is
somewhat unclear and its focus
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Brenna md
Alison need
YOU!!!
We have two
positions open for
Just Go Out and
Style Weekly.
These are weekly calenders
of stylish events around JMU
and the 'Burg.

call X8-3151
on fashion designers' idea of
beauty is way off base when it
comes to the "real world" of
women. Cosmo will provide an
afternoon of mindless reading
or something fun to do when
you're at a girls-only sleepover,
but if you're looking for an
entertaining and informative
magazine, try People.

email
BreezeStyle@hotmait. com
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"Manhattan is a team that isn't going
to score many goals, but they did a
good job capitalizing on our error."

t- Running to victory
Women's cross country places first
in JMU Invitational, while men's
team finishes second.

TOM MARTIN

men's soccer coach

S«« story below

OUT OF
BOUNDS
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MEN'S SOCCER

JMU
falls
in
close
match
to
Manhattan
The rap Jaspers' lone goal in 19th minute the difference as Dukes drop to 4-4-0 on season
on East
vs. West
in sports
The game got switched.
"The last time you've
probably heard about an
East coast vs. West coast rivalry was when Tupac and the
Notorious
B.I.C. were
alive. Bui
the coastal
••7
drama
recently
'
has transcended
into
the
sports
world.
KlIM II
Just for
GARRIOTT
kicks, lefs
take a historical look at East vs. West —
■ports style.
I'll start with football,
ice its season just got
derway and people are
irting to catch pigskin fever
Now we all remember
the San Francisco 49ers
Mere the team to beat in the
■BOS. Montana, Rice & Co.
^btty much developed
what's known today as the
^H| coast offense on their
Way to (our Super Howls This
was when Western teams
really started to flex their
muscle over histern squads
Of course we're all sober
enough to remember last
year's her or*., the New
England P.itnots In .1 season
marred K the Sept 11 tragedy,
the Pair' i\ v.vrr .1 team rt
deatiny It only seemed fitting
^^B^dam Vinateri's clutch
il gave an East coast
supremacy over its
counterparts.
Techi
ly, St Louis is known
Wp- gateway to the West".
^By and his St. Lunatics
^Bv can attest to that. By takhome the season's top
i, the Pats represented the
side and put the nay-sayto sleep. Biggie Smalls
iuld be proud.
The numbers don't lie. The
York Yankees have won
World Series 26 bmes in
ir franchise's storied histoNow don't get me wrong,
m not a die-hard Yanks fan
by any means. But you can't
help but give it up for the men
in pinstripes and like their
chances every October. Last
season's fall classic was some<*eNOTHIN',pagc24

Scoreboard
.21-22
Volleyball

Saturday
JMU
I
UNC-WilmtR|ton
3

FMfl1 Hoc key
No 4 JMU
h ft Michigan St

Sunday
0
1

BY ADAM WISE

contributing writer
The men's soccer learn
dominated, but still fell short
Sunday, losing 1-0 to the visiting Manhattan College Jaspers
at Reservoir Street Field.
Despite controlling most
of the game and outshooting
Manhattan 18-10, JMU was
unable to capitalize on many
chances and drew a blank for
the second game in a row.
"We have to score. We are
all pretty disappointed right
now about our ineffectiveness to put the ball in the
net," senior defensemen
Christopher Pitt said. "It's
really frustrating. We can't
win if we don't score."
The Dukes opened the
game aggressively, taking
advantage
of
a
few
Manhattan miscues, but was
unable to establish a successful scoring strike.
However, Manhattan was
able to get back into the game

due to sloppy passing and
ballhandling by the Dukes.
In the 25th minute,
Manhattan was able to do
what the JMU could not —
capitalize
on
misSunday
takes —
Manhattan
when an
arrant
1
pass from
JMU
a
JMU
0
defensemen was
intercepted and placed in the back of
the net.
"The turning point in the
game had to have been when
they took advantage of our
defensive
miscue," coach
Tom Martin said. "Manhattan
is a team that isn't going to
score many goals, but they
did a good job capitalizing on
our error."
The Dukes came out in
the second half dominating
the flow of the game, con-

trolling the ball and taking
the
momentum
from
Manhattan.
"I told the guys at halftime to apply pressure. If we
did that, I knew we would
generate some offensive
chances. We had a bunch of
good looks at goal, but none
came through," Martin said.
Today marked the second
game in a row that JMU has
tailed to score a goal.
"We really outplayed
them today, but we just
weren't able to put the ball
in the goal," senior goalkeeper Josh Kovolenko said.
"It kept us from winning the
game last week too."
On Thursday, JMU also
dropped a match against
Mount St. Mary's College 1-0
in Fmmitsburg, Md.
JMU, now 4-4-0 on the
season, will host Alabama
A&M
University
at
Reservoir Street Field next
Sunday at 2 p.m.

JENN ACKERM AN/ronMtWDu: phao/mplier
Sophomore forward Denny Fulk sett up to kick during
Sunday's gams against Manhattan College. JMU loat 1-0.

MEN'S GOLF

JMU second in Invitational
Junior Jay Woodson finishes
second in individual competition
BY WES HEINEL

contributing writer
The 29th Annual James
Madison University Men's
Invitational Coif Tournament
this weekend brought about a
changing of the guard for the
2002 squad. The Dukes followed through on their preset
goal to be highly competitive
in their lone home event of
the season. A solid showing
as a team earned them a second place finish, as well as a
concrete foundation to the
start of the season.
Penn State University
blew out the rest of the tournament field and tore up the
links of Lakeview Golf
Course, firing a combined
team score of 32 under par.
PSU was led by individual
tournament champion Jim
Fuller, who scored a cumulative total of 16 under par
through the weekend's three
rounds of competition.
JMU was led by junior
captain Jay Woodson, who
shot an individual score of 10
under par. Woodson was the
individual runner-up, as
were the Dukes, who shot a
combined team score of 7
under par.
The only other team to finish with a team score under
par was the University of
Maryland, shooting a 2 under
par, and finishing up third.
"I thought I left a few
strokes out there and I could
have made things a bit more
interesting," Woodson said.

"I gave away some strokes on
Saturday, and a couple dumb
strokes on Sunday, but all in
all I made progress
"One of my goals when I
go out is to shoot in double
digits under par. And 1 finally
got to that now. Of course I
would have liked to have
won, but PSU's Fuller played
real well. He made a lot of
birdies and only made one
bogie and one double (bogie)
all weekend."
Woodson said doing well
was one of the main goals for
the team.
"Over the past couple of
weeks, as a team, our main
focus was to place well in this
tournament. I think we
played great," Woodson said
Woodson's rounds consisted
of a
69-67-67.
Sophomore Jairo Irreno
shot an even par three
round total with a 70-69-74.
Sophomore Barry Londeree
shot 2 over par in the tournament, finishing with
rounds of 74-71- 70.
Freshman Dennis Gosier
stepped up in his first collegiate golf experience shooting
71-71-71 for a tournament
total of 3
over
par.
Sophomore Jason Robertson
finished at 10 over par, struggling with a second round of
77 to go along with two
rounds of 73.
"Everyone has been working hard," Woodson said.
see WOODSON, page 24

RACHELLE LACROIX/pfc*> tdum
Freshman Dennis Grosler putts on the ninth hole Saturday during the JMU Men's QoH Invitational at Lakeview Golf Course.
JMU finished second to Penn State University In the event.

WOMEN'S
SOCCER

Nittany
Lions top
Dukes
Penn State University scored
two late goals to beat JMU 4-2
Sunday at Reservoir Street Field.
The Dukes remained locked
with the No. 12 Nittany Lions
into the 57th minute when PSU's
Christie Welsh put in a header
from about two
Sunday
yards out to
put PSU ahead
Penn St.
3-2 Penn State
4
added another
JMU
late goal for
insurance.
2
Despite the
loss, coach Dave Lombardo was
happy with his team's effort.
"For us, it was an issue of trying to earn respect and gain confidence," IxHnbardo said. "All in
all, we worked hard to make it a
competitive game."
Lombardo said the Nittany
Lions are one of the top teams in
the region.
"Penn State is a perrinial
powerhouse. They are usually
ranked in the top one or two in
the region," Lombardo said.
"They are a very solid team."
The Dukes tried to shock the
Nittany Lions early when freshman forward Kim Argy scored
from 18 yards out to give JMU a
14 lead.
Penn State's Stephanie Smith
bed the game 10 minutes later.
Smith added another goal minutes later to give PSU a 2-1
advantage.
Argy added another goal in
the 57th minute to tie the game at
2-2 before PSU regained the lead.
-from staff reports

CROSS COUNTRY

Cross Country Results
JMU Invitational at New Market Battlefield
Rank
1
2

Team

itM

9sL
Geor^ Mason
EMU M J

Women's 5k 4

Longwood
Lynchburg
Snenandoah U.

<=w

Men's 8k

c

2
3
4
5
6
7

Total
16
85
89
91
118
120
196

Team
Total
Penn State
15
JMU
52
Lynchburg
86
VMI
105
George Mason
141
EMU
164
Shenandoah U. 198
Longwood
208
SARAH STANir/y?ni/*iri editor

Women's cross country takes first
Women win JMU invitational, while Dukes'men's team finishes second
BY NICK DULO

contributing writer
Coming into the cross country
meet at the New Market
Battlefield this weekend, coach
Dave Rinker said his main objective for the team was to get a
good feel for the new season and
to prepare his runners for the big
meet coming up in North
Carolina. Rinker said the men's
eight kilometer run would provide an excellent match up for his
team and Penn State University
as would the women's five kilometer match up with George
Mason University.
The women's team dominated its race with seven top-10 finishes, including junior Jennifer

lapetoda who came in first place
with a time of 17:20.20. Rinker
wasn't sure about racing
Lapetoda this weekend and it
was maintained as a game-time
decision due to the upcoming
meet. Lapetoda said she feels
confident about racing two
weeks in a row, adding that
there's only room to get better.
Junior Kelly Baker, who
placed fourth with a time of
18:14.20. also maintained a positive stance coming into the meet,
and said she felt good about the
team's chances as a whole.
"Our team looks pretty good
and we're all getting gradually
better and better," Baker said.
"Being the first meet of the year it

was a chance for the team to get
experience and pace ourselves
for the meet next week."

u
Our team looks pretty
good and we're all
getting gradually better
and better
-Kelly Baker
junior crow country runner

■9?
Red-shirt
senior
Molly
DeFrancesco, one of Rinker's

best runners, did not run in order
to be better prepared next week.
The men's team only recorded two top-10 finishes, with
sophomore Bill Meador coming
in seventh place with a time of
25:5121.
"I'm much more prepared to
take a leadership role this year,"
Meador said, "and I'm in the best
shape of my life."
He certainly showed that he
is ready to take charge by his performance. Ted Herbert placed
ninth with a time of 2606.78.
Overall, Penn State placed six
runners in the top 10.
The Dukes will travel to
Charlotte, N.C. to compete in the
Great American Festival Friday.
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Woodson,
Dukes
play well
despite
rainy
conditions

Nothin' but a coastal thing, baby?
East dominates baseball while West tops basketball
HOTHIN\ from page 23

those of you who followed the
NBA finals this year, I just
have one question: How did
he get such a hot wife? Oh
yeah, maybe it has something
to do with money.
But enough about Mt.
MacCulloch.
Switching
gears to basketball requires
talk
about
everyone's
favorite bandwagon team,
the l.os Angeles Lakers. The
three-time
defending
champs haven't had any reasonable competition from
East squads in recent years,
including the ghetto fabulous Allen Iverson and his
Philadelphia 76ers.
If Shaq is the Tupac of
pro basketball, Phil Jackson
is Suge Knight, the guy
who used to run the show
at Death Row records.
(Reader's note: Knight was
in charge of all of Tupac's
albums; Jackson coaches
the Lakers.)
One could argue that the
philosophical mind games
the Zen master plays with
opposing teams are the
inspiration behind Biggie's
hit song "Hypnotize." OK,
so that may be a little
stretch, but you get where
I'm going.
Even if you don't, just play
along. The coastal advantage
here has to go to the West, until
the New York Knicks or some
other lowly Eastern team can
dethrone them.
Although I'm a huge soc-

thing of an exception, with
Randy Johnson and his
Arizona
Diamondbacks
standing tall after one of the
most dramatic finishes in
Major League Baseball history. For those of you not
adept to puns, Johnson is 6feet-10-inches tall, get it?
(Feel free to reread that last
sentence if necessary.)
You could argue that the I'
backs' World Series victory
was a fluke and now that the
Yankees have clinched the
American League East pennant, the real season begins.
I think the obvious nod
here goes to the East coast,
at least for the time being.
New
York has reigned
supreme when it comes to
baseball and shows no signs
of letting up any time soon.
Score: East 2, West 0.
Just as the rap game is
ruled by money, so too are
sports. This seems like a
good time to talk about basketball. Maybe it's just me,
but 1 should be making
more working for The Breeze
than Philadelphia 76ers center Todd MacCulloch should
for playing basketball.
I'm not joking wheni say
that he could be the worst
player in the history of the
NBA. And if his lack of skills
isn't enough, his goofy orange
hair and pale, pasty skin in a
basketball jersey isn't eyepleasing, to say the least. For

cer fan, 1 won't go into any
East vs. West rivalries in
Major
League
Soccer
because people probably
wouldn't care too much.
But I will say that D.C.
United was the team to beat
in the mid-tolate-1990s.
And as for hockey, who the
puck cares?
Since I was so kind as to
give you another chance to
catch my comy attempts at
humor, I'll forgive you for
missing the first one. But seriously, I'll be the first one to
confess apathy about hockey
unless — and until — the
Washington Capitals hoist
Lord's Stanley Cup. Wake me
up if that ever happens.
As always, this analysis
is somewhat subjective and
will probably change from
year to year. I tried to stay as
impartial as possible, being
from the East. One thing's
for sure: Coastal rivalries
will continue in professional
sports much longer than in
the rap genre.
It's anyone's guess which
side will have bragging
rights. But by my count, the
East currently has the edge.
Only time will tell if the
West can make a comeback.

Khalil Garriott is a junior
SMAD major who hails from
the East coast and loves it
when you "call him Big
Poppa" on any playground,
but is truly a "Dear Momma"
kind of guy off the courts.

WOODSON. from page 23
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Sophomore Barry Londercc swings during Saturday's round In
the JMU Invitational. The Dukes placed second overall behind
Penn State University In the two-day event.

"I'm proud of the way these
young guys played this
weekend."
The weekend's weather
brought in a good amount of
rain to the area. The teams
were faced with damp course
conditions.
The fairways were also in
below average condition, and
players were allowed to prop
their ball up, allowing tor a
better Ue.
"The conditions weren't
very good, if you're playing
well, you're going to be on, and
if you're struggling with your
game, you'll be off," Woodson
said. "The guys who were playing well, just played that much
better, because they could get
the exact lie they wanted."
JMU looks to continue its
early season success next
weekend at The McLaughlin in
Farmingdale, NY.
The Dukes look to once
again be highly competitive
in next week's tournament
and presumably will tee it
up with a high confidence
level and a little swagger in
their step.

^

Attach a Face
to Your Resume

Never been to a eeilf before?
Then don't miss this chance of o
lifetimel Learn Irish set dancing
*tep« and try them out with live
eeilimuslcl Instructors and musicians arr part of the Blue
RWge Irish Music School.

Monday
September 23
PC Ballroom
7:00 P.M.

• Bring copies of your resume.
• Dress professionally.
• Interviews may be scheduled for
September 25th
• All majors welcome!

One of many events happening during
JMU s Fifth Annual International Weekl
For more information on this and other I Week events, go to
www. jmu. edu/international/iweek2002.
W Hw dull r far (fcrnulMrcl/tntarmnxol StuH.! 5. rwa OM 1M Of (.c .1 If-, rmlwal Prfmm
-ultieulWa*,™, MiIMHkir .rnrxoraWjimUv »l -«71

Participating Employers Include:
Ernst & Young, KPMG, CIA, Pricewaterhouse
Coopers, Lockheed Martin, Snowshoe Mountain,
Hecht's, Hyatt Hotels and Resorts, Peace Corps,
EDS, American Express, Consolidated Graphics,
and many more!

Sponsored by Academic Advising and Career
Development. Call 568-6555 or go to our
website www.jmu.edu/career for more information.
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Dukes defense shuts down Pride in
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half

~M

Rujfin, Wilkerson get key interceptions late, help JMU hold offHofstra

DIKES, from page I
plus, I thought we made
some really big plays when
we had to."
With 9:46 remaining in the
fourth quarter and the Dukes
trailing 21-14, red-shirl senor free safety Justin Ruffin
intercepted a pass by Hofstra
quarterback Ryan Cosentino
at the Pride 43 yard line.
Eight plays later on third
and-goal from the ten, redshirt sophomore quarterback
Matt LeZotte connected with
junior wide receiver Alan
Harrison on a fade to the
right corner of the end zone,
tying the score at 21-21.
H.irrison, who finished
with five catches for 135
yards and one touchdown,
said he called for the ball on

that crucial third-down play
for the Dukes

-66-

It's like if you fall off a
hOTSe Of Something, \0U

know, you've got to gel
right back on.
— Mike Wilkerson
sophomore linebacker

99
"I didn't know what
(Matthews) wanted to call,"
Harrison said. "The corner
came up on me and I figured,
you know, with my size obvi-

ously I can't break too long,
or else 1 can maybe catch a
fadein the first overtime, JMU.
on defense first, was able to
force the Pride (2-2 overall.
2-1 A-10) into an attempted
36-yard field goal, which
kicker Chris Onorato missed
wide-left. On the ensuing
drive, the Dukes were able to
pound the ball to the Hofstra
17-yard line, setting up
George for a 34-yard field
goal, which sailed wide
right. George said afterward
of the first overtime attempt
that it was a feeling he
wished no one would have to
go through.
"It was horrible, the worst
feeling in the world," George
said. "But 1 had a feeling that

FIIX PHOTO/*™

R«d-»hlrl sophomore tailback Rondell Bradley was named the Colonial Athletic Association
offensive player of the week after running for 177 yards on 32 carries against Hofstra Saturday.

(

I'd get another shot, and the
guys were real supportive
when I came back over to
the sideline, so you know, it
worked out."
|MU, which started on
offense in the second overtime, nearly shot itself in the
foot with a false start penalty
on second-and-10 from the
Hofstra 25. The following
play, sophomore quarterback
Clayton Matthews, who
replaced LeZotte after he
injured his right elbow late
in the fourth quarter, was
sacked for a loss of two
yards.
That pushed the Dukes
back to the 32-yard line,
bringing up fourth-and-17
and a second field goal
opportunity, this time from
50 yards out. George,
though, made good on his
second overtime attempt,
putting JMU up 24-21 and
setting up one final defensive stand for the Dukes.
After a Hofstra first down
at the 11, Pride running back
Vemba Bukula ran seven
yards to the Dukes' four. The
next play, Cosentino, looking
for a receiver in the end
zone, ran a bootleg to the
left, totally unaware that
JMU's Wilkerson was directly in front of him. Wilkerson
intercepted Cosentino's pass
and fell in the end zone, ending the game and the Dukes'
road losing streak.
"That was the greatest
feeling, I've got to tell you,"
George said. "I was so thankful for Mike Wilkerson
tonight. We have a great
defense, and I knew it was
really tough for them to score
on our defense."
Wilkerson said he felt just
as confident in JMU's offense
as he did in its defense.
"We've got a
great
offense," Wilkerson said.
"We're moving the ball this
year, we've got a great field
goal kicker, and I had confidence. Everybody capitalized,
everybody made plays."
Wilkerson also said he felt

the Dukes' offense benefited
from having to stay on the
field after having just played
offense in the first overtime.
"It's like if you fall off a
horse or something, you
know you've got to get right
back on," Wilkerson said.
"They have confidence in us
and we have confidence in
them, and it was just a matter of them going out there
and doing what they had to
do. I'm proud of them."
The Dukes' offense looked
sharp early on, nearly running the ball at will on
Hofstra's defense in the first
half. Red-shirt sophomore
tail back Rondell Bradley,
who finished with 177 yards
on 32 carries and one touchdown, busted loose for a 73yard score on JMU's second
series offensively, putting the
Dukes up 7-0 with 6:36 left in
the first quarter.

63-yard pass to a wide open
Harrison down the sideline.
Red-shirt sophomore fullback Chris lorio ran the ball
in from the four on the next
play, pulling JMU to within
21-14 at halftime.
"That was just a doublepass we've got in there we
call, it's our 'Morgan special'
we call it," Matthews said.
"Sometimes
they
work,
sometimes they don't, and
that one worked."
The Dukes totaled 434
yards to Hofstra's 383, out
gaining the Pride's running
attack with 258 yards to their
79. LeZotte finished 8-16 passing for 113 yards, with one
touchdown and an interception. Hofstra coach Joe Gardi
said although his team played
solid defensively, he felt it was
not enough to match the effort
put in by JMU.
"We were up 21-7, and they
came back, and we couldn't score
any points the last half," Gardi
said. "It's hard to win football
games that way. Our defense
played hard at times, but yet they
gave up a lot of yardage.
"I think JMU kind of got
settled in on our offense, they
did some nice things. It may
have taken them a half to get
warmed up there, but I really
believe we self-destructed at
times. I'm not taking anything
away from JMU, but they had
nine penalties for 81 yards, we
had six for 49, but it seemed
that we were beating ourselves
at times with penalth-s
Despite injuries to LeZotte
as well as red-shirt sophomore
offensive tackle George Burns
and red-shirt sophomore
defensive tackle Brandon
Beach though, Matthews'
bunch is still very positive
with the outcome.
"That's
the
happiest
bunch of kids I've ever seen
in my life in a locker room,"
Matthews said. "It was like
we all won the lottery,
believe me. They're a hard
working, good bunch of
kids, and I'm glad we're
going home."

-6 6

It was like we all won
the lottery, believe
me. They're a hard
working, good bunch
of kids...
— Mickey Matthews
football coach

59The Pride quickly struck
back, tying the score at 7-7
on a 20-yard touchdown pass
from Cosentino to receiver
Ricky Bryant nearly three
minutes later. Hofstra added
two more touchdowns in the
second
quarter,
both
Cosentino passes, to go up
21-7 with about five minutes
left in the half.
Matthews then decided to
exploit Hofstra's commitment to defending the run
when on a third-and-10 from
the JMU 33, he called for a
lateral play that resulted in a

Rockingham Cooperative

ATTENTION
STUDENTS!
Information regarding Parents
Weekend Football Tickets!
ADVANCED TICKETS REQUIRED!
RESERVED SEATS!

Win a Jeep!
(Grand Prize Drawing 12/14/02, No Purchase Necessary)

«nji
,.*

*■=

Tickets may be picked up Monday - Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.,
from the Athletic Ticket Office at the Convocation Center
or on October 2 and October 4, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.,
from the Warren Hall Information Booth.
Mast have your JACard. Only one ticket per JACaxd.

NO BUDDY PASSES!

Parents Weekend
■J l\1 I'J

October 5

Next Monthly Drawing October 1,2002 for
$100 Gift Certificate for
ROCKY FOOTWEAR
One winner from each location!

Complete Rules and Registration box
available at all locations.
Register once each day you are in one of the
Rockingham Cooperative stores.

vs.

Bridgeforth Stadium Noon
Locations:

Questions: Call 568-3853
For schedules, scores, tickets
►tle v£*and more, go to..
,|

r

/Y f 7

Rockingham Cooperative
True Value
Mossy Oak Apparel
Alpine Binoculars
Bleu Water Company
American Security Sales

Harrisonburg
Bridgewater
Elkton
Timberville

Hartman Motors
Cline Energy
Swift Rifle Scopes
Rocky Footwear

Woodstock

Verstandig Broadcasting

Monterey

Parker Compound Bows

SPOUTS
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Stark tackles her biggest beat: 'Monday Night Football'
BY SHANNON RYAN

Knight Ridder Newspapers
Melissa Stark has only seconds to find her story. And right
now, he is somewhere on the
football field, hidden in a forest
of sweaty, padded players.
After the New England
Patriots beat the Pittsburgh
Steelers in the first regular-season NFL game at Gillette
Stadium in Foxboro on
Monday, the sideline reporter
for ABC's "Monday Night
Football" needs lo get a
postgamr interx u-w. Quickly
With microphone in hand and in high-heeled boots, no
less — Stark breaks across the
field and nudges her way into a
tangle of giant athletes
enveloped by coaches, photographers and television cameras.
Then, like a player MMKbil
from a pile with a fumble. Stark
appears with her story: Patriots
quarterback Tom Brady.
Last season's Super Bowl
MVP had completed 29 of 43
passes for 294 yards and three
touchdowns in the Pats' 30-14
season-opening victory.
Leading Brady by his blue
No. 12 jersey to a less crowded
part of the field — no simple
task in itself — Stark asks questions that elicit just the right
responses. With an audience of
about 19 million watching,
Brady's winning smile produces a glimpse of his trademark dimples.
Assertiveness. Knowledge.
Passion.
They are qualities that Stark,
28, said she keeps as close as her
notebook in her role as the tele
casfs only sideline reporter.
On Monday night, she's usually found five to eight yards
from the game action. Stark will
patrol both sidelines, updating

injury reports, providing context and examining strategy.
To armchair quarterbacks,
Stark's access may make hers
seem like a dream job, and,
indeed, she said that it is. What
it is, too, is a 3-hour challenge to
give viewers information that
might not be readily obvious.

-6 6She is responsible for
everything that
happens on the field
that needs
embelishment.
-Al Michaels
"MNF' football commentator
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"It's a much tougher job
than people think," said Al
Michaels, "MNF's" play-byplay announcer. "She is
responsible for everything that
happens on the field that
needs embellishment. And so
far, she's been spot-on."
Faced with declining ratings
as it headed into its 33rd season,
"MNF" endured yet another
off-season personnel overhaul,
although Stark and Michaels
remained in their roles.
Controversial comedian Dennis
Miller, analyst Dan Fouts and
Eric Dickerson, who like Stark
served as a sideline reporter,
were let go.
John Madden, the former
Oakland Raiders coach and a
longtime analyst for CBS, then
Fox, has joined Michaels in a
streamlined booth this season.
Stark, in her third year

with "MNF," is not featured
in commercials promoting
the telecasts or with the clips
that go with the show's "Are
You
Ready
for
Some
Football" theme song But
she is an essential part of the
team. Sharp and savvy, she
consistently receives high
marks from television critic*
and colleagues.
According to USA Today,
Stark is one of 127 women who
hold on-air sports positions
with one of the three major
networks and nine prominent
cable networks.
"There's nothing more
challenging or nothing more
rewarding," Mark said of
her job.
Stark grew up with the
Baltimore Colts. Her father,
Walter, was an eye doctor for the
team and used to take Stark and
her siblings to the games. At
halftime. Stark would follow
her father to the locker room,
where he would check on any
eye injuries. She even learned to
throw a spiral from Bert Jones,
who played quarterback tor BM
Colls from 1973 to 1981.
Sports, Stark s,nd. always
have been a part of her life. She
was captain of her high school
tennis team
"It was never like I played
with dolls," she said.
Al the University of Virginia,
where she majored in foreign
affairs and Spanish, Stark developed a love for journalism Just a
year after her graduation in 1995,
she landed a job with FSPN, cov. high school athletics. But
with high-quality work and
pleasant on-camera appearance,
she climbed quickly
In a two-day span in 2000,
Stark said, her fiance proposed,
she reported on the U.S. Open

golf tournament, and she
hooked the opportunity of a
lifetime with "MNF."'
"It's been the best thing that's
ever happened to me, she slid.
"I never thought 1 would be on
'Monday Night Football *
Although her hiring raised
concern among critics — she
replaced seasoned reporter
l-esley Visser — Stark seem- to
have established herself.
Madden said that only once
has he congratulated a player
.iiler a game, the Dulai
Cowboys' Fmmitt Smith 1 le
also said that only once has he
congratulated a sideline reporter
after a game. That was Stark,
after the Hall of Fame exhibition
game between the New York
Giants and Houston Texans in
Canton, Ohio, on Aug. 5.
"I said, 'You did a really
great job. That's as good as it
gels,'" Madden recalled
Earning respect. Stark said,
lakes time. Especially for
female reporters
When she began. Stark
said, interviews were some
times mistaken for flirtation.
especially when she would Mfc
athletes for their phone numbers in order lo contact them
lor stories. Some players tried
to tesl her sports knowledge
by rephrasing her qiMtttOM
"You have to be completely
comfortable with your Mi
tion and knowledge of the
game,'' she Kid Otherwise.
you're going to get crushed.
Players can sense that in a second. You earn your respect
through your work."
Stark spends her week calling coaches, researching players
and teams on the Internet, reading stacks of newspaper articles
and brainstorming to come up
with story ideas. She arrives at

Ihe stadium at least three hours
before kickoff. Before game
lime, she follows a story, looking for the most up-to-date
information. She already has
built a reputation for knowing
her stuff.
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The players and
coaches respond well
to her. That's a tough,
tough job. She handles
it very professionally.
-AndyReid
Philadelphia Eagles coach
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"You can tell she studies,"
1 agios nmh Andy Reid said
"The players and coaches
respond well to her. That's a
tough, lough job. She handles it
verv professionally."
A rvcent study revealed that
while female sportscasters
ievei\e the MOM hkeability ratings as male sportscasters, they
are not regarded as having as
high a level of sports knowledge. While ferrules are being
.K , i pled more and more on the
BtlrJ the same respect the males
receive, the study shows, still is
not there.
As much as Stark, blondhaired and blue-eyed, is known
for her professionalism, she frequently is referenced by her
attractive appearance. Male fans
whistle, scream her name and
ask her to marry them while she
is trying to work. (She never
gives them a glance.) She has
been a candidate in Playboy

magazine's poll to determine
Ihe sexiest female sports
reporter. And at a nationally televised golf tournament this
summer, Jack Nicklaus told her
that she looked nice — but
could she please move her shadow out of his line.
"There will always, always,
always be people who are
uncomfortable with women
talking to them about sports,"
Stark said.
"People always ask, 'Do you
think you and other women got
your jobs because of your
looks?' There's no way. We
wouldn't be able lo handle the
situations that we're in.
"It's no longer the days
where you don't have to think
on your feet and someone is
whispering in your ear. We
work our butts off."
Stark is quick enough —
even in those high-heeled
boots — to avoid being an
inadvertent part of a sideline
collision. And she had to duck
and run when beer bottles
started flying from the
Superdome stands during a
game between Ihe New
Orleans Saints and visiting St.
Louis Rams last year.
Stark said she is more
demanding of herself than her
critics are.
"I hold myself to the highest
of high (standards), so if everyone else holds me to one, that's
no problem," she said.
Although Stark said she
has no ambition to move into
the television booth, she
intends to remain in sports
broadcasting for now, then
move into news broadcasting.
Right now, she is enjoying
her view from the sideline.
"It's Ihe best seat in the
house," she said.

Want to see your name in the paper?
Write for The Breeze sports section.
Contact Drew or Dan at x8-6709

GMATIGREILSATIMCATI DAT ITOEFL

Classes
starting soon!

Irish Music
Masterclass
The Blue Ridge Irish Music School

LSAT begins on 10/15
MCAT begins on 1/15
Take a practice GRE, LSAT, GMAT or MCAT
Saturday, October 6th
9am
Burruss Hall
James Madison University

Call now to reserve your space!

KAPLAN

Spon.ored by:
|MU School of Muac
Office of Inienwuonii Profrirm
Center for Mutocultunl/lnterrwtional Student Services

1-B00-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

Contact person: Chuck Ootii
sM-aiSO, dotiiciQJmu edu

For more International Week event*, visit: www.Jmu.edu/international/iweek2002

'Test ntmet are regntenN trademarks of vm respective owners

Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life.

t

Date: Monday, September 23
1:25—2:15 p.m.
School of Music
Room 108

I

MONDAY, SEPT.

FOR RENT
- OWa Mi - S23C/Tiontn
ahalttradtonletfu WOB31 5514
10 • 12 ■•4room HO,,.. . 3 4
bath*. 165 N. High. Individual/
group. Immediate availability Call
8280464. Alto taking group
leaervatlona for 2003/2004.
Large room*, •ppMncti. porch.
Neon far Sublet ■ Off campus
townhous* with 3 female Grad
sludent*. $212 per month Please
can Mm. 301-9B56224

2 ■**•

• W/0.
G/D. D-Bhwaaher New av*lM>l«.
521 W MartuM. 82S0464

FOR SALE
2%' Mongoose Solution - 24
speed mountain bthe Brand new,
never been used, $500. Can Tim.
433-1110.
Chech Oat Our Sensational
Vintage Rack! Gift & Thrift. 237 N.
Main.
SS VW 0#H ■ S speed manual
transmission, new tires. Inspection
good through 7/03. good
condition. 1800. 433-3350.
< • 4W0. 3 inch
■ft, good condition. t,eox for lour
-neeimg. $2,500. or best olfer.
,,i 840430 HM

S**Urtg Sp«nMh t -W TiflM ■
Beginning lo u .«rmediate levtl.
Native sotfl.er preferred. Call
Handy, 4355750, art. 201.
Family With 4 Small Children
(ages 6. 3. 18 month twins)
looking for babysitter for
mornings. Cell Kathy for more
details. 433-9503.
Waetetf: TMera - For ail *ub)tct
areas and level* JMU students
only. Stop by the Counseling and
Student Development Canter.
Varner House, for an application.
Shipping and Receiving PeetUen
Available ■ in downtown office.
Mon Fn afternoon*, about 15-20
hour* a week. $8 per hour starting.
Apply m person at Resource
Network. 80 E Market Street
E*m Extra C»»h j idgii R h gh
school gymnastics' Gymnastics
knowledge required, will train
techniques of judging. E mail
measelraejjmu.edu for more
information.
Tutor NM<Md for CoHaga Pti>»lc.
Flexible schedule •/- 5 hours per
week. SlO/hour. 234 8584 or e
mail Loopy222#eoleom.

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Croups
Earn S1.000-$2,000 ih»
semester with a proven
CampuiFundraiter 1 hour
lundraismg event

1S66 Fere) Cents** • 5 speed. V6.
84.000 miles, great shape, new
tire*, battery Perfect student carl
$4,395, best offer. 879-9047.

Oer program, eiakt
faadralalag raiy with ao rtiki.

HELP WANTED

Fundraiungdatn sir filling quickly.
m get - iih Ihs program! Il works.

r Trains as Needed • $250
a day potential. Local positions,
i aoo-^si-jweb. ext ^15.

Contact CampuxFundraiSM
siUS-913-fl38.orvint
www. tiimputtuinir.u'f' com

PARKING SERVICES
I* miw hiring atudpnta (or lit
Mil-Inn mlin'mnii prugnun
.Starting pay Is 86 50 per hour
with opportuniik-s lor twtvainTmrni. To inqulrr. plcaar
• .ill 568-3553, rm.nl
wyrruuimilft)inu.«iu or visit
hxtp; / / uftiiuijmu. cdu /parku IU
lu apply onlinc
Attention Spring ■rsakera . Travel
free 2003. Free trips, parties,
and meal*. Party with MTV
Hottest destinations. Most
reliable. Call 1800426-7710.
www. suns0resnfours.com
Financial Services IntarnsWa •
Paid internship with financial
Incentive*. Gam first-hand
experience of the financial services
industry. Assist in marketing,
financial reviews, and seminar*.
Build your resume' Call 442 6422
or aever*ole»i)fs.com.
SlTiOO «>reee*>^ea«M • marling
our circulars Free information. Cat
203«830202
Earn Up to S500 Pa. W.ek
assembling products at home No
eipenence info. 1 985646-1700.
Oept VA4806

SERVICES
Ibiia Foam Party) CranK up your
next party with mountains of foam'
Unbelievable results. Equipment/
operator rental. Call Charles.
540-289-9677 0(540298-1184
NOTICE
For more infornuiion and
assistance regarding (he
investigation of (inn..■ mg businru
cppariuniuei contact dv
Baser IUIMII Burrsu. Inc
l4tt-U3-5ttl

Long Distance 3.S cents/
minute - No fees. No 1O10. Call
1 866366-3489.
nttp //bostrates.iscooi net

TRAVEL
JfMU Spring 8r*ak...Are you Go*r<?
Then go Directl Book now and get
guaranteed lowest pnee. free meals,
and free insurance! Campus reps
wanted! Organlie some friends
travel free! We have wo cuakorner
complaint*!
1800-367-1252
www sprtrygbreakdlrect com
•1 Spring •read • Free trip*,
parti**, meal*. Lowest prices.
Parties with MTV/Jerry Springer
Featured with MSNBC. Better than
ever* www.sunaplashfours.com
1-800-426-7710
Spring Break Insanity! Go to
www inter-campua.com or caS us at
18003278013. Guaranteed lowest
pncesl Hottest destinations and
parties - Cancun. Jamaica. Florida.
Texas and Bahamas party cruise'
Fifteen year* experience! Campus
reps wanted - free trips!
•1 taring gpaah Wi—ml 110%
beat price*! Mexico, Jamaica.
Bahamas, Florida, Texas. Book now
ana receive free parties and
meals. Campus reps wanted'
1 800-234-7007
entfJpSBSummerfoum.com

Wanted! Spring Breakers! SCV
wants to send you on Spring Break
2003 lo Cancun. Acapuico. Maratlan.
Jarruaca or the Bahamas lor free1 Call
now at 18007964786 or email at
saleseHuncoastvacations.com.
Ill tatty taiillii Sortryg Break
Bahamas party cruise! 5 days
$299' includes meals, parties'
Awesome beaches, nightlife!
Departs from Florida' Get group
go free! spnrttjtveekfrave' cow
18006786386.

111 Early Spring Break Speclaktt
Cancun & Jamaica from $4291
Free breakfast, dinner* & parties!
Award winning company! Group
leaders free! Florida vacation* from
$149! spr>ngbrea*frave'com
18006786386.

PERSONALS
$100 for 2 nights
■ agbj t .it1 B)
540-43*7152

Aet Howl Guarantee the best
spring break prices! South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas.
Acapuico. Florida, and Mardigra*
Travel free, reps needed, earn
$$$ Group discount* for 6*. Call
1888TMINKSUN (18888446578.
dept. 2626.)
www.springDreakdyscounfS.com
Spring Break
200* with
Sti*e«wtCHy.cowi! R/tnp Mr. hotel,
free food and 150% lowe*t price
guarantee! Rep* wanted! Organiie
15 friend*, earn 2 free trip*. VIP
treatment, cash and prlies to
promote StudentClty.coml Cal
1800 293 1445 or e-mail
saiesCstudentcrtycom today'
CAriCJM • AtArVLCO • JMMCA

Spring Break 200S - la now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun. Acapuico, Maiatian.
Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre.
Las Vegas. Florida, and ibue
Book early and get free meals'
Student Express sponsors the
best parties and is now hiring
salaried Salespeople, Campus
Reps, and On-site Staff. Contact
www stutfentev1n9ss.com or 1-800787 3787 for detail*
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I BBBaM
mpus Call

TALENT JAM
Win up to $150!
UPB is looking for original
acts by JMU students to
compete at Talent Jam
during Homecoming 2002.
Applications are available in
Taylor 203 and due Friday,
Oct. 4 by SrOO p.m Return (he
application along with a sample
of the act to Taylor 203
Call 568-8217

GRADUATING IN
DECEMBER????
Want lo gel The Pill
from the Health ('enter,
$100- 13 picks.
Attend a Choices Session

1AM CASK, SO Ftgf!

by October 8th.
Time is running out...for
more information visit

■wjtrtrf Late*

www.jmu.edu or call
568-6178.

Horseback
Riding Lessons
10 mlnutr* from rampua
$20/hour. BestUinera through
advance*I welcome.
(all Danielle. 433-4973
www *ae/(enuffen/arms com
Sigma Alpha Lambda • a national
collegiate leadership and honors
organisation, is seeking highly
motivated students to assist in
starting a local chapter. 3.0 GPA
required
Contact
us
at:
chap»ara#*Bim aaiphalambda.org.
Skydlvel One day first Tandem
skvdives from 2 1/2 mile* upl
22 jumper aircraft. JMU *tudent
discount*! Call 18773483759
(877 DIVE SKY)
www. skydJveorerife.com
Adept • Happny 'iMinea couple
without children wants to adopt
baby. Lots of love to share.
Warm, stable home with sweet
puppy. Can help with expenses.
Call 202 546 1232 Legal and
confKJential

ADVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!
53.00 for the first lOwords
$2 00 for each add 110 words
Block ads arc SlO/inch

Now accepting
credit cards!
Visa or Mister Card
Place Mmi ad today!

$68-6127

Just $15 to run your Tor Sale" ad for the entire semester
or until it sells (whichever comes first)!*
'This offer is good through December 5. 2002 and only applies to advertising in the
"For Sale" section. Ads must be 20 words or less. Offer applies to individual
items only. Retail stores and businesses do not qualify for this special offer.
All ads are subject to Breeze approval.

Take advantage of this great deal!
568-6127

we'll push you to

the [edge],
then tell you to jump*
■

■

It's in you. The desire to go farther than you ever have. To start where others-stop. It's why you
should consider Army ROTC. In this class, you'll face all sorts of challenges. And in the process,
develop skills that'll last a lifetime. Like how to think on your feet and be a good leader and
decision maker. Register today for Army ROTC. And hold on tight.

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take.

Sign up for classes now!
Contact CPT Rosenkranz at 568-3633
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Chinese Restaurant
<?iee jbtli—Mf

$10.00 Muumum - Jlimtimt /Tieo

Open 7 days a week till 1 am

HOW ACCEPTING FLEX!

Spotlight

Special! Cheese Wont on
only 25c
Special Combination Platters
All Entrees served with Fried Rice, Spring Roll. & Soup;
_
Choice of Soup: Wonton, Egg Drop or Hot & Sour
SC1
SC2

Chicken Broccoli

SC3

Sweet and Sour Chicken

SC4
SC5

Sweet and Sour Pork

•see

Moo Goo Gal Pan
Chicken with Garlic Sauce

•SC7

Hunan Chicken

SC8
SC9

Pork with Mixed Vegetables

SCIO

Hunan Vegetables
Chicken with Cashew Nuts

sen

Kung Pao Chicken

*SC13
SC14

Szechuan Chicken
Almond Chicken

*SC15

Hunan Beet
Pepper Steak

*SC18
SC19
SC20
SC2I
SC22
•SC23
SC24

with FLEX at these

Mixed Chinese Vegetable!

'SC12

SC16
SCI 7

Use your JAC to pay

Pork. Chicken. Beef or Shrimp Chow Mem

SC25
SC26
SC27

only
^e^*a
mr #^4-J

mY9l

^HPlt-.r.

Beel with Broccoli
Szechuan Beel
Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce
Shrimp with Mixed Vegetables
Hunan Shrimp
Triple Delight
General Tso's Chicken
Sesame Chicken
Four Go—one
Pork, Chicken, Beet, or Shrimp Lo Mein
Chicken with Vegetables

* Indicates Spicy (can be altered to taste)

local businesses.

Lunch Spec/a/ only $3.95
Credit gfjrjl aaoaWad

(540) 568-9899
1031 Port Republ IcRd
next to Food Lion

Si w W*Kt STt«T
VIB«IH»

E;
We do not accept checks

|Come FLEX with Spanky's|
and the Gang!
A JMU favorite for over 25 years

Use your JAC card to receive
a 10% discount everyday.

Spanky's is the Business of the Week, Sept. 27th through Oct. 3rd.
If you pay with FLEX, you get your soda FREE with every $5 you spend.

We have a massive menu featuring overstuffed
sandwiches, tasty appetizers, specialty salads,
and amazing wraps.

Come check out our daily specials!

L

We're located downtown on West Water St. across from the Parking Deck.
Within walking distance of the JMU campus.

(54o)-434-7647

*TS DMHKS 6 OfSStHTS
Regular Fountain 22oz (Free Refills) __ 1 10
Iced Teo 22oi (Fpe« Refills) __iZZZZ 1 10
Bottled Drinks Available
(Papal. 0W Papal. Hugs Root Beer. SunoTOp. Sobe AouaaVia)

Chicks

Otit Spunkmeyer Cookie.
Pies by the tike
Homemade Milkshakes

trsummems, tnst WIMPS

nrs 99Q CHICKtK
*> Chkken la graed and rnonneted in • ramey redpe ol •meoar baaed boo
Grilled Chicken Sandwich

35 each or 3 for 1.00
2.29
2.39

3.49

Char-6rllled 'lomburoer
,
Char-Crillad Cheeseburger
Steak A CheeM
_

299
329
4.29

Deli Sandwiches ■ Sub« - {Served Hot or cad)
Turkey.
i ■ Cheese
4.29
Ham at
i Cheese
429
Roast Beef a Cheese
4.29
Pastrami a Cheese
4 29
Veggie 4 Cheese
3.29
Choice ot Breed Sue Ro« or SanoWcn Bun
ItstaSotchaa Served on Whte or Whaal BiaarJ S3 29
Wraps- (Served^ Your Owe or Tcpptnps)
fcT's Chicken
Dell (Turkey. Hem. ROOM Beef.
Veggie

3.99
3.99
3 99

Sandwich Toppings.
leOuce. Tomato. Onone. Green pepper*. Muehroome, Jalapeno Peppers,
Banana Peppers. Piddee. Heyonrasea. Mueterd Salt. Pepper. Oil I vinegar
Your Choice of Cheese (American. SMaa. Prortone)
Char- Smtad Hot Dog
M Beef hoi da) served on a bun aWi your choice ol
ketchup, muetam, onion. c«i. and reteh.

1.19

A..-JLMH

